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Abstract 

 

The Parliamentary election in Russia held in December, 2011 caused vote fraud scandal and 

resulted in a wide-scale protest movement which spread all over the country. The Western 

media repeatedly compared political situation in Russia to ‘Arab spring’. Russian media, in 

their turn, got divided in two opposite camps regarding their reporting on the issue.  

This study examines news coverage of the political conflict in two Russian media outlets and 

interprets the findings within the framework of propaganda. The analysis incorporates two 

main levels: institutional and textual. In-depth interviews with the journalists were conducted 

in order to establish what internal and external factors, such as censorship or state control, 

shaped news reporting and promoted ideological bias. The comparative analysis of news 

coverage involved two media outlets Russia Today and Radio Liberty, which adhere to 

different ideological perspectives. The results show that both media represented contrasting 

versions of the situation and used information selectively in order to pursue certain goals. 

Nevertheless, the analysis allows to conclude that Russia Today explicitly supported the views 

of the Russian authorities and oppressed undesirable facts and opinions. Its news policy also 

evokes an idea of cold war, as it repeatedly appeals to the image of external enemy – the 

USA. Radio Liberty, in contrast, provided various opportunities to the discontent part of the 

Russian society to speak out, which can be considered as an attempt to represent the other side 

of the story, as it was excluded from the news agenda of the state owned media. However, 

news policy of Radio Liberty also implied certain propagandistic objectives.  

The study confirms the assumption that propaganda arguably exists within any political 

doctrine, but can take explicit and implicit forms which are difficult to detect without 

thorough scrutiny of overall news reportage of certain media.  

Further research should look at the role of social media in a series of political scandals and 

protest movement awakening in Russia, as many media experts link the political situation 

with emergence of new means of communication. It could also compare news representation 

of the current political conflict in several Russian domestic independent media to detect 

distinctions and similarities and try to evaluate what kind of an ideology they communicated 

to the audience.  
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Introduction 

 Propaganda and various tools of persuasion have always been a valuable instrument for the 

states and power-holders to promote their interests and take control over the society. Crises 

times, wars, political conflicts and other instances of national instability have most probably 

been to result in strengthening of state propaganda and condensed ideology, dispersed 

throughout the national media system. The freedom of press and relatively free flow of 

information if it even existed in a state before, should more likely to be replaced by 

censorship measures and considerable limitations during turbulent times and national crises. 

Many scholars assert that the vast implementation of propaganda is essential for totalitarian 

states (Conelly, Welch, 2005: x). The example of the Soviet Union has been considered 

among the most vivid examples of total control over society and media system on all levels 

(Hollander, 1972). The successor of the Soviet Union, Russia, that has proclaimed itself 

democracy more than twenty years ago, is attested by many experts and observers as a 

complex and paradoxical combination of relative freedom in terms of media (especially 

regarding entertainment) with considerable level of control over the national dailies and news 

in broadcasting media. As it was repeatedly confirmed by recent Western and domestic 

Russian studies, the coverage of political issues especially involving the state leaders and the 

ruling party are strictly limited and censored in Russian media (Simons, Strovsky, 2006; 

Richter, 2006). We could also trace this tendency on the case of the Parliamentary election in 

Russia held on the 4
th

 of December, when the state-controlled TV channels and relatively 

independent ones portrayed two opposite political realities. It is expected that this research 

will promote a better understanding of the ideological communication in their relation to 

media in a post-totalitarian state like Russia.  

  1.1. Aim and research questions 

The aim of the present research is to examine the news coverage on the topic by two different 

types of media in Russia – state dependent and relatively independent, to evaluate ideological 

implications and, finally, to make conclusions about the recent development of propaganda in 

Russian media. The research questions the present study will address are:  

1) What internal and external factors of news production promoted ideological bias in 

reporting on the political conflict in Russia in December 2011? 

a) How could various forms of state control affect the tone of news coverage in both 

state owned and independent media? 
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b) What impact did journalistic routines had on the reporting? 

2) How did Russia Today and Radio Liberty represent the authorities and the opposition in 

the news dealing with the Parliamentary elections in Russia and the protests in December, 

2011?   

a) To what extent did these media outlets try to represent the balanced picture of the 

political conflict? 

b) “Who is to blame” for the political conflict, according to the news of both media types? 

c) What ideological implications can be discovered in the chosen news content of Russia 

Today and Radio Liberty? 

3) How can we value the findings of the news analysis within propaganda framework? 

 

1.2.  Research methods 

The goal is expected to be achieved by employment of several empirical methods together 

with the thorough scrutiny of existing research within the chosen area. Firstly, in-depth 

unstructured interviews with media experts and staff members of some specific broadcasting 

media are performed. It seemed necessary to carry out the interviews with journalists from 

state owned and independent media in order to provide a consistent picture of how these 

outlets treat their journalists, what editorial policy is common in each of them and what 

guidelines or directions regarding the news coverage were articulated from the managers to 

the editorial staff. This focus on editorial policy during the elections campaign seems to be 

rather significant as a potential marker of censorship and propagandistic implications, which, 

probably, first emerge on the higher administrative levels and then reach editors and 

journalists, who afterwards, reproduce these patterns in their work practices. Along with this, 

the interviewees were provoked to express themselves openly about their political views, 

personal experience of voting at those elections, participating in rallies or sharing their 

attitude to the protest movement of December, 2011. This was needed for obtaining more 

insight of the context of the situation. Secondly, critical discourse analysis of media texts is 

carried out. It was planned to examine certain news programs broadcasted between 4
th

–10
th

 of 

December, 2011 on Russia Today and Radio Liberty. The main intention concerning the 

media coverage was to compare the similarities and distinctions in the event representation, 

the main controversies, relationship between its actors and other peculiarities relevant to the 

research focus. There are several models of CDA that are usually implemented, but this 

research mainly refers to the CDA concept by Teun van Dijk, which was chosen as a relevant 
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approach to study news. The particular attention will be paid especially to what was unsaid in 

the news, as van Dijk indicates, the analysis of the “unsaid” is sometimes more revealing than 

the study of what is actually expressed in the text” (van Dijk, 1991: 114) .  

The necessity of this research can be explained by several reasons. One of them is that the 

issues of propaganda remain vital to media studies and political science as forms of 

propaganda and its strategies are, according to various scholars, being continually elaborated 

and improved, due to the rapid development of communication technologies. As it has been 

repeatedly confirmed by the history material, propaganda techniques have been widely 

operationalized by the vast majority of the states regardless of their political doctrines, 

therefore the results of the intended study can arguably be relevant and applicable for other 

political systems and countries as well, not only those of Eastern Europe, as Russia.  

1.3. Possible limitations and ethical issues 

 The blurred line between state-owned, state-controlled, “state-friendly” and “independent” 

media (as there seems to be various forms and extents of this “independence”) can be 

considered as serious limitation for the research, although it more has to do with the 

ambiguity and the transitional state of Russian media. CDA is a useful tool to evaluate whose 

voice and intentions the news represent, but the interpretations of any text considerably differ, 

depending on personal experience of a scholar, his/her cultural background etc. Therefore, it 

may be a challenge to remain objective and not to involve personal opinion. The interviews 

presuppose translations as well, so this problem seems to be intrinsic for all three levels of 

empirical study. Some of the interviewees claimed that according to the contracts that they 

signed at work they are not allowed to reveal any details about the structure organization, 

internal communication and other information, this circumstance could be an additional 

limiting factor to study the phenomenon of propaganda in its practical dimension.  

 

2. Background 

Before I will describe the political and social context of the Parliamentary elections in Russia 

and the series of the follow-up protests, I find it necessary to address some aspects of the 

Russian electorate system. The latest changes in the regulations of the voting system and the 

registration of parties are also regarded, as they arguably had a significant impact on the 

political situation in Russia and paved the way for the protest movement. The nuances of the 

Russian media landscape are discussed in the context of the growing influence of the state on 
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the mass media news policy and strengthening of the authoritarian system. The legacy of the 

Soviet system of media propaganda is considered in its relevance to the present media system 

in Russia.  

 

2.1. Some aspects of the Russian electoral system  

Perhaps, there is no need to reiterate, that the electoral system in its democratic understanding 

was non-existent in the Soviet Union. Formally the elections existed in the Soviet state, but 

there was no alternative to the Communist Party of the USSR. Nevertheless, the democratic 

electoral system, adopted by the Russian government after collapse of the USSR, has not 

enjoyed the principles of democracy for long. Step-by-step changes in the electoral system 

undertaken by the President Vladimir Putin drastically limited the opportunities of the 

opposition parties to participate in the elections and get seats in the Parliament, which, in its 

turn, arguably created the preconditions for the clash between the state and the discontent part 

of the society. Before 2007, independent and minor party members could also participate in 

the Parliamentary elections in Russia. In 2003, for instance, 100 of seats in Duma were won 

by the independent candidates. In 2007 Vladimir Putin approved a bill which allocated party-

list proportional system. According to this system, only the parties, officially registered by the 

Central Election Committee, are eligible to participate in the Parliamentary elections. 

Independent candidates, though, are not allowed to register and take part in the election. Putin 

claimed that abolition of independent candidacy would strengthen the party system by 

reducing the number of parties in the Parliament. Before 2007 voters in Russia could also vote 

against all candidates, but this option was cancelled by the new bill. This measure excluded 

the necessity to hold new elections in case if “against all” option is chosen by the majority of 

voters. Besides, the parties that could not reach 7% threshold were not allowed to create 

coalitions in order to secure seats in the Parliament. These regulations arguably indicate to the 

state adjusting the electorate system to its needs and minimizing the chances of alternative 

parties, mainly oppositional ones, to join the Parliament and participate in the decision-taking. 

As the bill automatically authorized the parties that are already present in the Parliament to 

participate in the upcoming elections, at the same time it creates serious problems for non-

Parliament parties to obtain legal status and get access to Duma. 
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2.2. The legislative elections of 2007 and their criticism  

Eleven political parties were authorized by the Central Election Committee to run campaigns 

for the Parliamentary election that was held on the 2
nd

 of December, 2007. The results 

showed, that only four parties out of eleven secured the seats in Duma: United Russia
1
 won 

63,2%, the Communist party of the Russian Federation
2
 got 11,5%, The Liberal Democratic 

party
3
 and Fair Russia

4
 – 9,1% and 7,8 % respectively. These results were almost similar to 

those of the previous legislative elections of 2003, as the ruling centrist United Russia party 

managed to keep its leading position again and received more than 2/3 seats in Duma, which 

allowed it to make changes to the Constitution of Russia. The Parliamentary elections of 2007 

were a subject to severe domestic and international
5
 criticism, as many observers and the 

representatives of a number of international organizations reported of vote-rigging of various 

scale in favor of United Russia party in many regions of Russia, bribing the voters, ballot 

stuffing, pressure on the workers and students to vote for United Russia, and preventing the 

international monitors from observing the elections. In his commentary regarding the 

elections in Russia of 2007, Alexander Kunev, the representative of Golos, international 

monitoring organization, said “they have seen a campaign of unprecedented pressure on the 

voters”. Negative statements regarding the violations during the elections in Russia were 

made by OSCE
6
, Council of Europe representatives, as they claimed that the election process 

in Russia did not meet the standards of democracy and were not free or fair. The high-rank 

officials of some foreign governments, like Czech Republic, EU, France, Germany, the USA, 

United Kingdom and Portugal supported this opinion and called for new elections in Russia. 

In his turn, Central Election Committee Chairman Vladimir Churov denied the complaints of 

the Western monitor organizations as “politically motivated and subjective”
7
. Another 

representative of Central Election Commission, Igor Borisov stated that the criticism of OSCE 

                                                           
1
 Ruling party in Russia that supports Vladimir Putin and maintains statist/conservative policy. 

2
 The second major political party in Russia, considered as a successor of the Soviet Communist party, supports the 

ideology of Marxism-Leninism and patriotism. In the most of Parliamentary elections usually comes second after 

the ruling party. 
3
 The third popular political party in Russia, more associated with the controversial figure of its leader Vladimir 

Zhirinovsky. Usually regarded as far-right for its nationalistic views, though it stands for the liberal reforms as well.  
4
 Its name – Справедливая Россия – can be translated as Just Russia or Fair Russia. Some of the relatively young 

parties in Russia, was formed in 2006 as a merger of several minor socialist and democratic parties. Its leader – 

Sergei Mironov – was Chairman of the Federation council, the upper house of the Russian Parliament (2001-2011).  
5
 See: http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/7126056.stm,  

http://www.spiegel.de/international/world/0,1518,521063,00.html 
6
 The Organization for Security and Co-Operation in Europe. 

7
 http://www.rferl.org/info/Newsline_Archive/494.html 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/7126056.stm
http://www.spiegel.de/international/world/0,1518,521063,00.html
http://www.rferl.org/info/Newsline_Archive/494.html
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and Council of Europe was ungrounded as these organizations did not submit any official 

reports proving their allegations
8
.  

2.3. The Parliamentary election of 2011 and fraud scandal 

The Parliamentary election held in Russia on the 4
th

 of December, 2011, perhaps, were the 

most controversial during almost twenty years of the Russian post-Soviet development and 

caused arguably even more critical reaction of the international community and within the 

Russian society as well. They resulted in protests all over the country and caused a wide-scale 

debates about transparency and legitimacy of the vote. According to the results of the 

Parliamentary election in Russia of December, 2011, four parties got their rights to be 

represented in Duma
9
 . They are: United Russia (49,32% and 238 seats), the Communist Party 

of the Russia Federation (19,19% and 92 seats), Just Russia party (13,24% and 64 seats) and 

the Liberal Democratic Party of Russia (11,67% and 56 seats). Three more parties, that were 

authorized to participate in the Parliamentary elections, Yabloko, Patriots of Russia and the 

Right Cause, didn’t get any seats in Duma, as they did not cross the 7% elections threshold
10

. 

Therefore, the list of the parties presented in Duma remained the same, as it was after the 

election of 2007. United Russia lost its two-thirds constitutional majority, but still kept its 

absolute majority of seats in Duma, which allowed the party to initiate and approve its bills 

and promote its policy regardless of the other parties.  

The political conflict that arouse after the Parliamentary elections was to a greater extent 

determined and shaped by the social media. Right after the election started at 8 am
11

 on 

Sunday, 4
th

 of December in Russia, masses of videos showing evidence of fraud at different 

polling stations started to be uploaded on the Internet. The clips reported on various cases of 

violations, like, for instance, manipulations with the ballots, when someone casts a package of 

ballots into the polling box and runs away, officials and police, hindering observers from 

witnessing and documenting how the votes were counted. Many videos contained evidence of 

“carousel voting”
12

, which later was labeled in the post-election discourse as the symbol of 

                                                           
8
 http://en.rian.ru/russia/20071203/90684547.html 

 
9
 Duma – Russian Parliament, the lower house of the Federal Assembly of Russia (the legislative power).  

10
 Before 2007 the parties needed to cross the 5% threshold in order to be represented in Duma 

 
11

 There are nine time zones in Russia, which means that in some remote parts like Magadan region, the election is 

over at the moment when it starts in Moscow. Thus, the elections are held in different times in accordance with the 

Moscow time zone. And, consequently, the results are announced usually only the next day, when all the data is 

counted and reported to the Central Election Committee.  

 
12

 Carousel voting is a method of vote rigging, when a group of voters is paid to cast ballots multiple times at 

different polling stations. Usually the voters are provided with special absentee ballots, allowing to vote at any 

http://en.rian.ru/russia/20071203/90684547.html
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the December elections in Russia in 2011.  In contribution, members of Yabloko party, the 

Communist Party and Fair Russia reported of witnessing “carousel vote” at various stations, 

of their observers being expelled from the polling stations without well-founded reasons or 

banned from gathering video footage or witnessing ballot box sealing. International watchdog 

organization Golos collected 5,300 complaints regarding violations of the vote law
13

. Most of 

the violations, registered by Golos, were related to United Russia party and at least one-third 

of them gave evidence that the state workers and students were forced to vote for United 

Russia. This data significantly differed from the protocols of Central Election Committee, as 

the latter reported of about 1,686 instances of irregularities, whereas only 195 (11,5%) were 

attested as true after the investigation
14

. The information about the supposed instances of 

fraud rapidly spread all over the web sphere, causing hot discussions in social media and 

negative reactions of the users. As many videos and expert comments explicitly indicated to 

the link between the reported violations and the supposed initiative of United Russia to 

increase their results at the parliamentary elections, the independent news media 

communicated the same message to the audience. The official and state related media, in 

contrast, didn’t speculate on the topic of the vote fraud, reporting that the elections were going 

smoothly in all the regions of Russia with some minor violations, which did not affect the 

results of the vote. In the evening of December, the 4
th

, the national TV channels featured the 

success of United Russia, as the latter, according to the exit-poll results
15

, was almost 

reaching 50% of vote in many of the Russian regions.  

2.4. The protests against the results of the election 

Perhaps, this contrast between the criticism of the elections that emerged in the Internet 

discussions, on the one hand, and the formal reporting on the victory of United Russia and 

silence about the vote fraud debates of the official news media, on the other hand, played the 

key role in mobilization of the protests against the state and United Russia in particular. When 

the official results of the Parliamentary election were announced by Central Election 

Committee on Monday, the 5
th

 of December, 2011, a series of protest rallies began to spread 

all-over Russia and, as many experts observed, they quickly turned into anti-government and 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
polling station and taken by an organizer of a “carousel” to “vote” at several polling stations. Many videos uploaded 

on the Internet supposedly showed buses with “carousel voters”, circulating the whole day from one polling station 

to another, though Central Election Committee officials together with the state spokespersons assured that these 

videos were fabricated and produced by the US intelligent services.   
13

 http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-16020632 
 
14

 http://lenta.ru/news/2012/02/04/ninety/ 
15

 Exit-polls were performed by a few sociological institutions, but state-related media primarily featured the results 

of VTSIOM (Public opinion All-Russia Foundation – state-owned sociological service).  

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-16020632
http://lenta.ru/news/2012/02/04/ninety/
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anti-Putin demonstrations. On the 5
th

 of December an approved protest rally of about 5,000 

people was held in the center of Moscow. About 300 participants of the rally were arrested. 

The next day several thousand of people in Moscow took to the streets again and held another 

protest manifestation. About 600 participants were arrested. Amongst the detainees there were 

journalists, political activists, members of the opposition parties and ordinary participants. 

Ministry of Interior troops, soldiers and riot police as well as water cannon were deployed to 

the places of the expected anti-government protests.  The protests became the breaking news 

for the independent Russian media and foreign news outlets, including BBC, CNN, Al Jazeera 

and others, whereas the official Russian media TV channels had been keeping silence about 

these events for at least two days, since the start of the discontent movement. The foreign 

media started to draw associations of the Russian anti-government rallies with the “Arab 

spring” in the Middle East. Domestic Russian media denied this connection, arguing, that the 

main driving force of the Russian protests was constituted of well-educated and mainly 

middle-class people who stood for their political rights. As the debates about the December 

Parliamentary election and the protests continued to flare up, a massive opposition rally was 

scheduled for the 10
th

 of December. It was held in Moscow at Bolotnaya Square, with the 

number of participants of some 25,000 (according to the official record of the Ministry of 

Interior) up to 100,000 (according to estimates of the opposition) and went without arrests or 

incidents. Many observers analogized the scale of the manifestation at Bolotnaya Square with 

the massive demonstrations in Russia that coincided with the collapse of the USSR, when 

several hundred thousand people took to the streets in August, 1991
16

. The protest rallies 

continued to be held up to the end of December, then they were reinstated in February, 2012. 

The protest movement saw a short break and renewed after the President election of 2012, 

won by Vladimir Putin. The political conflict continued escalating up to May, 2012. 

Thousands of protesters were injured and arrested by the police during the demonstrations on 

the 4
th

 -6
th

 of May. Therefore, the conflict regarding the alleged vote fraud has not been 

resolved yet, as the state and United Russia members continue insisting on the legitimacy of 

both the Parliamentary and the Presidential elections held in 2011 and 2012 respectively, 

whereas certain share of Russian public maintains protesting against their results. 

 

 

                                                           
16

 Those massive demonstrations were related to so-called August Coup or Soviet Coup (19-21 August, 1991), when 

a group of USSR government members made an attempt to take control over the state and deprived Mikhail 

Gorbachev from his power.  
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2.5. The Russian media under Putin’s government  

2.5.1. The legacy of the Soviet media system 

During twenty years of their post-Soviet history the Russian media have been influenced by 

the preceding period of the total Soviet indoctrination, where the media were seen primarily 

as an instrument of state propaganda (Hollander, 1972). It should be noted here, that the 

Soviet policy towards media had not been uniform and sometimes allowed slight freedom of 

expression, but still subordination of media to the centralized state control remained an 

essential feature of the USSR press system. Since radio and TV became a part of the Soviet 

media landscape, they became a key instrument of the state propaganda, as they could 

transmit messages rapidly across the vast territory of the USSR (ibid., 1972: 99). This factor 

determined the top-priority role of the broadcasting media in the USSR, and this property was 

later inherited by the newborn Russian media system. Even though the state granted media 

and journalists long-awaited freedom after the collapse of the USSR and abolishment of the 

Communist party as a ruling organ, it has not set the media totally free of control since then. 

Putin’s presidency, as many researchers and analysts argue, brought the Russian media 

system from a relative freedom, offered by Gorbachev and to some extent by Yeltsin, back to 

authoritarianism (Burrett, 2009; Zassoursky, 2009; Koltsova, 2006). The control over media, 

especially broadcasting news outlets got strengthened to the considerable degree during the 

last decade. The comparisons between the Soviet-style media policy and the present Russian 

one, shaped by Putin’s influence is at the stake of the debates within and outside Russia.   

2.5.2. TV and radio broadcasting in Russia during Putin’s presidency 

Researcher Tina Burrett along with the others considers that the Kursk incident
17

 in 2000 

marked a new phase in the relationship between the President and the media.  

“The Kursk incident indicated to Putin that television channels under the control of oligarchs 

Vladimir Gusinskii and Boris Berezovsky
18

 were a potential threat to his ambition to restore 

the power of the Russian state. “ 

(Burrett, 2009: 73-74) 

                                                           
17

 The sinking of the Kursk  submarine on 12 August 2000. 118 people that were on board perished. The President 

Vladimir Putin was informed about the accident, but decided not to visit the place of the tragedy causing a wave of 

criticism of the Russian and foreign news media 
18

 Many of Russian last names, like Березовский have double spelling: Berezovsky and Berezovskii. Different 

researchers address him both ways.  
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During the first years of Putin’s presidency, oligarchs were gradually expelled from the media 

system and substituted by the informal forms of state control. Up to 2000 there were three 

major all-national TV channels, state owned RTR
19

, ORT, owned by oligarch Boris 

Berezovsky and NTV, owned by another influential oligarch Vladimir Gusinsky. After the 

controversial debates about Putin’s image exacerbated by the Kursk accident, the President 

administration took measures to expel “the media barons” from the media system and 

substitute their power by various direct or indirect forms of state control. NTV, previously 

known for the talented and up-to-date news production, saw discharges of its higher 

management and journalistic team. The “rebellious” staff was replaced by the loyal one, 

adherent to the government. Almost the same changes happened to ORT channel. Boris 

Berezovsky, as he claimed, was forced by Putin administration to sell his shares (49%) of the 

TV company to Kremlin-friendly businessman Roman Abramovich
20

. After Berezovsky lost 

control over ORT, the new ownership of the channel, consisting of people, loyal to the 

government, renamed the channel Pervy Kanal (the First channel) and made serious changes 

to its news policy. About a dozen analytical news programs previously featured on Pervy 

Kanal were closed down and replaced by entertainment and reality shows. RTR channel, 

directly owned by the government, saw astounding growth and expansion after Putin came to 

power. A single channel RTR was transformed into umbrella of TV channels: Rossiya 1 

(general scope, news, entertainment), Rossiya 2 (sports, entertainment), Rossiya 24 (24/7 

news channel), Rossiya-K
21

. At present the Russian TV landscape is dominated by the 

following media companies : Rossiya, including its three most important channels – Rossiya 

1, Rossiya 2 and Rossiya 24, Pervy  Kanal and NTV. These channels dominate 90% of the 

Russian territory and determine the Russian TV landscape. Two more TV channels – Ren TV 

and TV Tsentr also broadcast news and they are well-known among Russians, but they cannot 

rival with Rossiya, Pervy Kanal and NTV in terms of reach. In addition to these channels, 

there are several dozens of entertainment channels, that do not feature news and therefore are 

not significantly controlled or supervised by the state (Zassoursky, 2009). It should be noted 

here, that all TV and radio channels regardless of their content still are subject to the state 

control, as the technical means of transmitting are exclusively owned by the state. Internet 

could be a possible way to bypass state control. However, at present there is only one 

independent TV channel on the Internet that can rival with “offline” national television – TV 
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Rain (ТВ Дождь)
22

. It emerged in 2009, but its influence started growing after the 

Parliamentary elections in December, 2011, as the channel featured protest activities and 

allowed itself criticism against the state.  

RT (formerly Russia Today) has a distinct position on the Russian media landscape. It was 

founded by the government-owned news agency RIA Novosti as a 24/7 news TV channel, 

mainly targeting foreign audiences. According to its website, the channel broadcasts to “430 

million people in over 100 countries”
23

.  Whereas the team of RT sees its mission as 

“presenting unbiased portrait of Russia”, the channel has been repeatedly criticized by a 

variety of international organizations and a number of foreign media, which claim that RT 

produces pro-Kremlin propaganda
24

.  

The landscape of radio broadcasting in Russia is very diverse and arguably radio is not as 

restrained by state control, as TV. It is dominated by the state-owned radio station Mayak
25

 

(Lighthouse), which is the successor of the major Soviet radio station of the same name, and a 

wide range of privately owned radio stations, that mainly feature music, sports news and 

various sorts of entertainment. Ekho Moskvy
26

 and Radio Liberty (Radio Svoboda) 
27

 radio 

stations play a special role in the Russian media landscape in terms of news. Each of them can 

be regarded as relatively independent radio station
28

, with the potential audience of some 45 

million (Ekho Moskvy) and about 24 million (Radio Liberty) listeners. During the escalation 

of political conflict in Russia in December, 2011 both channels conducted direct broadcasting 

from the sites of the protest manifestations and were among the primary sources of 

information regarding the conflict for the Russian audience. Radio Liberty is of particular 

interest for this research in terms of its information policy and long history of existence in 

USSR since 1953 and being considered for a long time as a source of anti-communism 

propaganda. Radio Liberty has been always targeting the Russian speaking audience on the 

territory of the USSR and later – Russia. It is financed by the Congress of the USA as a 

private organization. Though it has been repeatedly suspected of its ties with CIA and the US 

government (Mickelson, 1983: 126), Radio Liberty denies these accusations and insists on its 
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independent status
29

. The medium sees its mission as “supporting human rights and 

promoting democracy and the rule of law”
30

.  

 

3. Theoretical framework 

The concept of propaganda is chosen central to this study from both theoretical and practical 

points of view.  It has been noticed during the examination of the relevant literature on 

propaganda, that this notion is usually linked to ideology (Ellul, 1973: 117; Jowett, 

O’Donnell, 1992: 8), whereas ideology usually implies the set of beliefs or ideas which serve 

as a ground for a certain group to articulate its interests and exercise power in the society. For 

instance, Jowett and O’Donnell point out that propaganda is always a form of activated 

ideology (1992:8). This assumption logically leads to understanding the main purpose of 

propaganda as to “achieve acceptance of the propagandist’s ideology by the people” (ibid., 

214). As I intend to unfold ideological implications in the news broadcasts on the certain case 

of the political conflict, understanding propaganda as activated ideology will be used 

throughout the present study. Below I argue that the notion of propaganda seems more 

revealing for the present study in terms of news bias and its favoring certain ideological 

models, than arguably neutral concepts like “information campaign”, “strategic 

communication”, “information management” or “PR policy”. 

 

3.1. Applicability of propaganda as a term 

Firstly, I find it necessary to explain and justify the choice of such a controversial and 

ambiguous term. One of the main difficulties in application the concept of propaganda has to 

do with the fact that there is no basic agreement on acceptance of this term by the scholars. 

The main points of critique against the term of propaganda base on several arguments. First, 

due to its long and controversial history, the concept has become too general and too elastic to 

be effectively used in certain academic context (Corner, 2007: 676). Second, propaganda is 

frequently associated with a variety of negative notions, like “bad communication”, 

“brainwashing”, “lies”, “manipulation”, which, in its turn, impedes the study of propaganda 

both as a term and a phenomenon (ibid., 669).   At the same time, a considerable part of the 
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academic community considers this term adequate and relevant to be used in practical and 

theoretical research.  For instance, Harold Lasswell argued, that the phenomenon of 

propaganda unlikely to disappear, as the society is always in need of it, especially in the 

periods of crisis, wars and even in “peaceful” times (Lasswell, 1934, reprinted in Jackall, 

1995: 22).  Another prominent scholar of propaganda, Phil Taylor, maintains, that the 

contemporary world sees now a new revival of propaganda implementation. Analyzing the 

increase of propaganda in  broadcasting media in the USA after 9/11, he argues that 

propaganda still exists and it is massively exercised by various societies and political regimes, 

both inclining towards democracy or authoritarianism (Snow, Taylor, 2006). His findings go 

in line with those of Edward Herman and Noam Chomsky, who consider the term relevant to 

various national discourses (Herman/Chomsky, interview. Mullen, 2009). Regarding the case 

of Russia, Herman and Chomsky attest it as an example of “slow merging of an older form of 

state propaganda with an emerging market-based system” (ibid., 18). This observation seems 

to be relevant for our studies of Russian propaganda, especially in terms of its alliance with its 

Soviet ancestor. Nevertheless, it should be noted here, that the Propaganda Model, suggested 

by Herman and Chomsky first of all considered the peculiarities of the US political and media 

system, therefore, some aspects of its implementation in case of Russia could arguably be 

problematic, as Herman and Chomsky did not consider the historical background of countries 

other than the USA and Western ones.  

Here I argue that, despite propaganda as a framework has been repeatedly criticized by a 

number of scholars for its ambiguities and broadness (Corner, 2007), in this specific context it 

seems difficult to substitute the term by others, even arguably neutral ones, like information 

management, strategic communication, PR campaign, public diplomacy and similar. Although 

propaganda as a broad concept may contain some characteristics of the mentioned notions, it 

arguably can be reduced to them, especially in the chosen case of the news representation of 

the political conflicts where key political actors and authorities are involved.  

Another argument for justifying the use of propaganda as a term lies in its relevance to the 

historical and political context of propaganda development in Russia during the last 90 years. 

Many scholars draw a relation between the political regime, cultural traditions of the country 

and subjection of its media to advocacy of certain political views. Hence, as many scholars 

mention in various contexts, state control over the information flow and channels of 

communication is essential for activation of propaganda in media. As the Russian political 

and media system explicitly incline towards the authoritarian model of state governing and 
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media practices, it seems relevant to explain the aspects of political bias in the news media in 

Russia through the concept of propaganda.  

 

3.2. The Propaganda Model by Herman and Chomsky  

To perform the tasks of the intended study, I find it relevant to address certain aspects of 

propaganda, which determine its functioning in the news environment and the society in 

general. The Propaganda Model, suggested by Herman and Chomsky, may serve as a 

supportive tool to understand why propaganda as a phenomenon is so essential for the news. 

According to the model, propaganda emerges as a result of various limitations on the news 

reporting of media (Herman and Chomsky, 1988). These limitations are named filters and 

include the following: 1) ownership  2) advertising 3) sourcing 4) flak (lawsuits, legislative 

actions against media etc); 5) anti-communism
31

. In general, their study strives to prove that 

the bias is inevitable in the news because of the never-ending process of penetration of 

various forces into the media practices. These factors, according to Herman and Chomsky, 

can be regarded as the major activators of propaganda in the news. Therefore, problem of 

ownership seems crucial in terms of the propaganda model, as the owners play significant role 

in creating and articulating of propaganda messages to the audiences of the media. The issue 

of ownership will be taken into account when contextualizing the analysis of news coverage 

by two distinct media outlets. I will try to discuss, on the one hand, to what extent the 

supposed propagandistic content in Russia Today’s news on the Parliamentary elections and 

the protests could be shaped by the Russian government, which owns the TV channel, and, on 

the other hand, how the financing by the Congress of the USA might explain a certain 

political focus of Radio Liberty coverage of the same topic. As the present research doesn’t 

look at the role of advertising in the interface between news and propaganda, I deliberately 

exclude this factor out of the scope. The question of sourcing the news mass media is of  

relevance for the present study, as it shows the correspondence between the particular sources 

of information and the emphasis of a certain news story. Thus, during the analysis of the news 

specific attention will be paid to what speakers and opinions each channel favors, whether 

they represent the official point of view or alternative ones. The factor of so called flak, which 

is regarded as various forms of institutional persecution of the media representatives, is also 

of some relevance to the chosen topic, as, supposedly, instances of institutional pressure have 

had their impact on the Russian media policy during and after the Parliamentary elections and 
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evidence of this pressure, hypothetically, can be traced in the interviews with the journalists. 

The fifth factor can be widely interpreted as a certain ideological reflection of supposed 

enemy of regime or alien nation, contradicting the current ideology and considered really or 

potentially dangerous for the propagandist. Following this logics, during the text analysis of 

the news, it might be possible to detect, who was explicitly or implicitly portrayed as an 

enemy. In my study I will consider the impact of these four factors, excluding advertising, 

within the Russian context, and try to interpret the findings in the light of the propaganda 

framework by Herman and Chomsky. It seems relevant to mention, that Herman and 

Chomsky argue that case study is an important stipulation of this model usage, thus, the 

specific case of the Russian elections and follow-up protests can be seen as a fruitful example 

to test this model. It is important to note here, that the Propaganda Model, despite its relative 

universality, does not pay specific attention to the factor of strong state influence over media, 

which is intrinsic to the Russian political system. Therefore while analyzing the role of the 

Russian media in the certain political context I find it relevant to merge the factor of 

ownership, indicated by Herman and Chomsky, with the problem of the state control over 

media outlets.  

3.3. Propaganda as communication and news practice  

 While studying propaganda, it seems necessary to distinguish, how it looks like in practice 

and in certain news texts. Therefore, in order to evaluate news as containing propaganda, we 

need guidelines on how and by what means propaganda is created. Here I address the 

summary of propaganda features, described by John Corner (2007). In his deliberation on the 

notion of propaganda, Corner lists the following properties that are considered intrinsic to 

propaganda as communicative practice: 

1. Lying. This is the deliberate construction and circulation of false information. It features in a 

high proportion of cited examples despite the widely held judgement that it is not an essential 

component.  

2. Withholding of information. Used more specifically, it is part of strategic selectivity [can be 

equated with the censorship techniques].  

3. Strategic selectivity. This is the omission from an account of important information that works 

against the viewpoint being promoted.  

4. Exaggeration.  

5. Explicit or covert affective appeals to desire or to fears.  
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6. Use of rhetoric of visual display and/or linguistic structure which seek to manage phatic 

context (e.g. of trust, of intimacy) and to organize the flow of meaning and of value in ways 

not arising out of the rational context of communication.  

            (ibid., 674-675) 

       Indeed, many of these parameters, like lying, exaggeration or withholding information are 

difficult to be identified empirically within the framework of the present research as it does 

not intent to establish, what was true and what was not true in the news. But the assumption, 

that some messages are circulated in high proportion, though they are not crucial for the 

discussed problem or a mediated story, can be relevant to evaluate certain messages as 

propagandistic in the text analysis of the news. In order to understand, what is essential for a 

certain event, reported in the news, we should deeply understand the context of the story, the 

nature of the problem and the motives of the actors involved in the conflict. Some properties 

of propaganda, like exaggeration, appeals to fears/desires  or intended use of certain rhetoric 

can be traced by critical discourse analysis, whereas others, like strategic  selectivity, 

withholding information, can be to some extent identified with censorship measures and 

studied by looking at the context of the story, comparing two news accounts and considering 

testimonies of the journalists. Therefore, the criteria, suggested by Corner, can be seen as an 

insight into the main propaganda strategies. I argue that they are applicable to the news 

dimension and the case study in question.  

 

3.4. Censorship and self-censorship 

 

As it was previously established, in its practical implementation propaganda is usually 

connected with censorship as means to limit undesired information (Simons, Strovsky, 2006). 

Therefore, propaganda and censorship are not interchangeable, but they complement each 

other. According to the theories, introduced above, censorship functions as a supportive 

mechanism to exclude unwanted information and create favorable circumstances for 

propagandistic messages, which, in case of the news, are positioned as information, fact, 

quote or a link between some events. Self-censorship is described by the scholars and media 

practitioners as a derivative factor of censorship existence (Simons, Strovsky, 2006; Richter, 

2006) and it can be considered as another important factor to maintain propaganda techniques 

in the news. The phenomena of self-censorship is intrinsic to the media controlled by the state 

and it makes disclosure of propaganda techniques more problematic, as they shift to the 

undocumented level of mental models of journalists (van Dijk, 1998: 27) and become a 

domain of “common sense” and “work routine” of the news professionals. Therefore, I find it 
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necessary to combine the discursive analysis of news broadcasts with the study of the news 

organizations by conducting a series of interviews with the media professionals, who can 

confirm or deny presence of censorship and self-censorship in their newsrooms. Considering 

their commentaries, it might be possible to complement the picture of propaganda’s existence 

in a certain news environment.  

 

3.5. Propaganda and democracy 

In order to understand the nature of propaganda, it seems also relevant to consider Phil 

Taylor’s account on the notion of propaganda and its development under the age of new 

information technologies and declared democratic achievements of the certain states. The 

theory suggested by Taylor resides on the premise that propaganda continually changes as our 

society progresses embraces new communication technologies. To expand this notion, it 

seems safe to conclude, that the forms and techniques of propaganda also change and adjust 

themselves to new technological and social trends. Taylor disavows the myth about 

“totalitarian states producing propaganda and democratic states, in contrast, tell the truth” 

(Snow, Taylor, 2006: 390-391). He points out, that the democratic states use propaganda no 

less then authoritarian or totalitarian ones, but the form of the propaganda exercised by the 

former is qualitatively different. It doesn’t resemble “war over hearts and minds” anymore, 

but it is presented as “the truth” and framed by Taylor and his followers as “the strategy of 

truth”. Thus, in order to maintain a certain image during the war or in crises times, any state 

resorts to propaganda, strategically uses and selects the information resources. Therefore, 

propaganda does not necessarily turn to be “lies” or “deception”, conversely, it can be “truth”, 

but repackaged in a certain way. His understanding of propaganda can be expanded as  

indication  to implicit and more sophisticated forms of propaganda, especially in case of the 

news practice. I assume that the character of propaganda in Russia has considerably changed 

since the times of total and explicit Soviet propaganda, therefore, Taylor’s findings about the 

strategy of truth and deliberative choice of the facts as an effective propaganda technique will 

be also taken into account during the analysis.  

3.6. Operationalization of the theoretical framework 

Studying propaganda, first, I will consider the connection between propaganda and ideology 

and interpret this connection in the context of the chosen case. Second, I will take into 

account the key conditions of the emergence and maintenance of propaganda in the news, as 
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they are interpreted by Herman and Chomsky in their propaganda model and the main 

characteristics of propaganda, described by Corner. Third, I will also interpret the findings of 

the news analysis in terms of recent development of propaganda as it arguably becomes more 

sophisticated and more implicit. Therefore, the ideas of Phil Taylor are seen as an effective 

instrument to make final conclusions about the development of the propaganda in the Russian 

media and establish, whether there is any evidence, that the Russian model of propaganda is 

inclining towards the Western one, which is identified by Taylor as “the strategy of truth”.  

Here I also find it necessary to address the main steps of the propaganda analysis, suggested 

by Jowett and O’Donnell. According to them, the analyst of propaganda should consider: 1) 

the ideology and purpose of the propaganda campaign; 2) the context in which the 

propaganda occurs; 3) identity of the propagandist; 4) the structure of the propaganda 

organization; 5) the target audience; 6)media utilization techniques; 7) special various 

techniques; 8)audience reaction to various techniques; 9) counterpropaganda, if present; 10) 

effects and evaluation (1992: 212 -228).  I would like to employ some of these steps in order 

to answer the research questions and exclude those, which do not directly correspond to the 

aim of my study. As I intend to examine media coverage and possibilities to evaluate it as 

propagandistic, I will focus on studying the context of the situation, news organizations where 

propaganda supposedly emerge and circulate, distinctions and similarities in news coverage, 

which arguably correspond to certain propaganda purposes and, finally, look at the 

correspondence between news coverage of the two media channels and see, whether there was 

some evidence of counterpropaganda. The study of the target audience and its response to the 

news as well as effectiveness of propaganda, if found, is not undertaken as it goes beyond the 

aim of the present study.  

3.7. Terms usage 

To summarize the choice of the terms, I would like to highlight that the notion of propaganda 

is used in a broader sense and specifically in terms of its usage in news environment, as a tool 

for hegemonic forces to exercise their power and promote certain ideology. Therefore I 

support the idea that propaganda, as noticed by Jowett and O’Donnel, is a form of activated 

ideology. In more specific sense, propaganda is: 

           … the deliberate and systematic attempt to shape perceptions, manipulate cognitions,    

and direct behavior to achieve a response that furthers the desired intent of the propagandist. 

(1992: 4). 
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In some parts of the thesis the notion of propaganda is equated to such expressions as 

“political bias” or “ideological bias” or “techniques of persuasion”. I am aware that 

semantically and conceptually they cannot be fully identified with propaganda, but I find it 

possible to marry these terms regarding their affinity in the context of the news practices. By 

censorship I premise various strategies of control over information flow and freedom of 

expression, usually exercised by power agents (state actors, power-holders and authorized 

representatives) to eliminate undesired representation in the media and, consequently, to 

create favorable conditions for reproduction of propaganda in the news (Simons, Strovsky, 

2006). Self-censorship is considered as a specific mechanism of protection of the journalistic 

community under the activated system of propaganda-censorship, as the ability of journalists 

to adapt to the existing system of control and reproduce it within the media institutions.  

 

4. Methods and material 

Propagandistic communication in case of the news can be identified on two levels: the textual 

level and the institutional level. Therefore, empirically propaganda is seen as a unity of its 

production, during which the initial goals of the propagandist are being set and embodied in a 

certain text.  As there is usually a propagandist, who communicates his messages through 

various media content, therefore, it is needed to take into consideration the institution, where 

propaganda is produced and see how it is reproduced in a certain media content (Jowett, 

O’Donnell, 1992). By employing only text analysis we neither will be able to understand the 

context in which propaganda occurs nor can we establish the initial goal of a 

mediator/propagandist
32

. In order to answer the research questions this study combines 

examination of functioning of propaganda on the level of its production (media organizations) 

and textual expression (news texts). Afterwards the findings are interpreted by integrating 

both these levels of knowledge into a general overview.  

In order to study media organizations a series of in-depth interviews is performed with the 

representatives of certain news outlets. The evaluation of the propagandistic content in the 

texts is achieved by implementation of critical discourse analysis (CDA) method, suggested 

by Teun van Dijk (1998) and elaborated by Allan Bell (1998). Van Dijk’s scheme of CDA is 

modified in accordance to the specific goals of this study and reduced to the following three 

levels: event construction, making sense of the text and communicated messages (discourse 
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structure) and, finally, evaluation of the ideological implications of the text by applying the 

model of ideological square (van Dijk, 1998: 33).  

4.1. The institutional level 

This level of analysis examines the conditions in which news content is produced within the 

media institutions. I tried to look at the production process within several news media outlets 

by interviewing their representatives. It was expected, that the interviews would help to 

contextualize the situation with the elections and protests, provide better understanding of the 

news policy of certain media organizations and unfold internal and external factors that 

affected the work of journalists, like, for instance, pressure of the state agents, instances of 

censorship and self-censorship. Therefore, the interviews were considered a supportive tool to 

complement the answers to both research questions and make the findings better grounded.  

4.1.1. In-depth interviews. 

The method of unstructured in-depth interviews was considered an appropriate one as it was 

expected, that informal way of addressing the respondents without pre-established 

questionnaire will help them to feel comfortable and stimulate to speak about the sensitive 

topic (Rubin H., Rubin I., 2005; 79). The questions and their order significantly varied for 

each person, but necessarily included the following thematic groups: 

1) The details of the political situation in Russia between 4
th

 - 10
th

 of December, 2011: main 

events, actors, the relationship between them and the personal attitude to what has happened.  

2) The main features of media coverage during the mentioned week, the opinion of the speaker 

to how various media portrayed the conflict and what strategies they implemented. 

3) The attitude to the silence of the main state channels that excluded the protests and some other 

instances of political conflict from their news programs. The journalists were encouraged to 

discuss the reasons of this informational vacuum on the state TV. 

4) The work experience of a particular journalist in a certain media company, including the 

description of the newsroom structure, forms of censorship, pressure on journalists and 

editors, direct or indirect. 

5) Inner editorial processes of texts approval, preferably in case of the Parliamentary election, 

including the selection and favoring of some specific words, expressions, terms, speakers and, 

in contrast, avoiding the others. The reflections of the journalists regarding the distinctions or 

similarities in media representation of the opposition and state actors, evaluation whether the 

media company they represent was attached to some particular point of view on the conflict.  
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Although the two last groups of questions seemed to be of the main interest for this research, 

they became the most difficult in terms of obtaining factual and constructive answers, 

especially if a certain speaker was still an employee of a media company he/she was talking 

about. All the interviews were conducted, transcribed and translated by the author. In 

summary, only one out of six interviews was conducted face to face
33

, when I was able to 

register spontaneous reactions, pauses and intonations. Two more interviews were recorded 

by Skype, in one case it was a voice-call
34

, whereas the second Skype interviewee agreed to 

video-call
35

. The left three interviews were conducted by Facebook chat function, as the 

journalists insisted on this means of communication due to their being busy. These factors, 

perhaps, might have had a negative impact on the outcome of the interviews and their validity, 

but these limitations will be discussed later.  

4.1.2. Choice of respondents.  

The following journalists participated in this research as interviewees
36

: 

Anna Kachkaeva – a host at Radio Liberty radio station (“Watching TV”, “Spokesman is on 

air” radio programs), PhD in philology (journalism), the Dean of the Faculty of media and 

communications at the Higher School of Economics in Russia, former Head of the 

Department of TV and radio at the Faculty of Journalism at Lomonosov Moscow State 

University (2005-2011).  

Sergei Ivanov - the news anchorman at TV Rain. Previously worked at Rossiya TV channel 

as correspondent.  

Olga Smirnova – the reporter at Russia Today
37

 (2009-2011), Cross-Talk program. 

Alena Pavlova – the correspondent, works for the production company of Rossiya TV 

channel, is responsible for TV reports about social problems of regions, freelancer at 

chaskor.ru, formerly worked for New Times (analytical magazine about politics), City FM 

radio etc.  

Alexandra Zaitseva – works for Rossiya-24 channel (Rossiya). 
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Ivan Belov – correspondent, specializes in political topics and conflicts, works for 

Kommersant newspaper.  

Anna Kachkaeva was chosen as a respondent for this research due to her authority as an 

experienced media specialist and staff TV observer and a host at Radio Liberty. She is 

particularly interested in the recent development of the Russian TV landscape under Putin’s 

regime. Kachkaeva published about 100 articles about Russian media in various journals. 

Amongst a variety of analytical programs she hosts on Radio Liberty
38

, there is a program 

called “We Watch TV”
39

, where she observes the main aspects of the TV news policy. In a 

series of special programs she reviewed the main features in the news on TV during the 

period of the Parliamentary election and protests. Therefore her area of expertise and findings 

were of particular interest for this study. The reporters from RT, Rossiya and TV Rain 

channels were chosen to provide a prospective on the news policy at their channels during the 

political conflict in Russia in December, 2011, which would be a supportive instrument to 

answer the first research question and see, how these channels attempted to construct the 

event in question and whether their journalists were provided some guidelines how to report 

on certain sensitive issues of the conflict. Their testimonies, thus, would indicate to presence 

or absence of certain propagandistic objectives of those controlling the media. Alena Pavlova 

and Ivan Belov were selected for the interview due to their broad experience on covering 

political topics – both write about this theme for more than 10 years and they also participated 

in various protest manifestations. Their responses could provide an additional dimension of 

factual information about the protest activities in Moscow in December, 2011 – in order to 

obtain better understanding of the political context of the situation.  

4.2. The text level  

As we have previously indicated, propaganda might be regarded as a form of activated 

(communicated) ideology, or a tool to express ideology (Jowett, O’Donnell, 1992). Therefore, 

implementation of CDA seems logical way to explore how ideology is constructed in the 

news texts, as CDA usually problematizes the connection between the text, its context and 

certain ideologies. Many scholars regard CDA as a universal interdisciplinary approach to 

establish the link between the text, the context of a described event or problem and unfold the 

ideological models embedded in the text (van Dijk, 1991; van Dijk, 1998; Bell, 1998; 

Fairclough, 1998). Many theorists have established that power, politics and ideology are 

connected to each other, whereas scholars of media see media texts as a space to create 
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ideological meanings and promote certain messages to the audience. Therefore, news texts are 

regarded in terms of their ideological value and implied meanings, rather than explicitly 

expressed ones. Fairclough emphasized the role of the news in reproduction of political 

discourse (Fairclough, 1998), whereas Weber noticed, that speculating about the news we 

inevitably encounter politics (in Tuchman: 1991). As our study focuses on a political conflict 

in the news and strives to interpret it in terms of the propaganda concept, analysis of the 

discourse of the event and discourse of the text seems to be an appropriate way to accomplish 

the initial task.  

 

4.2.1. Choice of media channels 

In order to establish how the political conflict that emerged after the Parliamentary election of 

2011 in Russia was constructed and communicated to the audience, I decided to compare 

news broadcasts of two distinct media outlets RT and Radio Liberty. Both media seem to be 

peculiar examples in terms of their ownership, declared information policy, ideologies they 

supposedly correspond to and audiences these channels target. Though they have a major 

difference as the first one is TV channel and the second one is a radio station, it seems 

relevant to compare them due to their missions that arguably intersect. RT is an initiative of 

the Russian government to communicate to the world the domestic and international topics 

and, consequently, its interpretation of sensitive topic of the Russian politics and social life is 

also shaped by the strategy of the government. Radio Liberty, in its turn, is a media project, 

financed by the Congress of the USA, which also might have ideological consequences for its 

news policy. Whereas RT targets foreign audiences, Radio Liberty addresses Russians. Both 

media channels are news-oriented and politics in Russia remains a topic of their primary 

interest. RT and Radio Liberty are directed towards roughly the same audience in terms of its 

age (30-45), relatively high monthly income and education level (higher education), which is 

considered as another argument for comparing the news policies of both channels. These 

properties of both channels make them interesting for the present comparative study.  

4.2.2. Choice of media material 

The news broadcasted during the week between 4
th

-10
th

 of December, 2011 were chosen for a 

thorough scrutiny, because that was the time when the conflict actually occurred and when 

both sides involved in it started their confrontation, as it was established during the pilot 

study, which will be presented below, found different representation in the news coverage of 
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both media channels. Therefore, seven evening news programs of each channel were chosen, 

transcribed and analyzed according to the chosen model of CDA, 14 news programs were 

examined in total. All the chosen news programs were broadcasted in the evening prime time 

– between 21:00 and 22:00. This criterion was important to evaluate the selection of the topics 

by both media channels on the equal basis and figure out what they considered important for 

their audience at that particular time of the day. One of the main challenges was the main 

distinction between the news of the TV channel and that of the radio one, as the first is 

constituted of visual and audio components, whereas the second relies only on the sound 

(audio). But this problem was resolved by taking into consideration only text of both kinds of 

news material. By text I imply oral narrative of both news broadcasts, normally consisting of 

host’s speech and announcement of the news, expert commentaries, narration of the 

correspondent during the reportages and other news pieces, which embed text in a written (in 

case of RT) or oral form. In case of RT I also considered rolling banners on the screen, as they 

usually are an inherent part of the news content. In case of Radio Liberty the short 

announcements of the main news agenda reiterated by the host for several times during the 

news program could be to some extent be an analogue of the rolling banners on RT.  

4.2.3. Steps of CDA 

As it was previously mentioned, the textual analysis merges Bell’s and van Dijk’s frameworks 

for analyzing news discourse. Both scholars see the methodology for CDA of the news 

consisting of two inherent parts: events structure and discourse structure, whereas the first 

element constitutes the facts and opinions that the story refers to, whereas the second element 

shows the linkage between the mediated event and certain ideologies and motives of the 

mediator (van Dijk, 1998). As Bell highlighted, news usually consists of central occurrences, 

background, commentary and follow-up (Bell, 1998; 67). He also emphasizes, that “the news 

story is always focused in its first sentence – its lead or intro (1998:69). I argue that these 

suggestions are applicable to the specific case of the TV and radio news, as the structure of 

the news on TV and radio to some extent resembles that of the print news despite significant 

quality differences between the print and broadcasting news. 

Event structure analysis 

According to Bell, event structure means establishing “what a story says happened” (ibid., 

75). Therefore, in a practical sense it implies analysis of the narrative in a chronological story, 

drawing on news actors, their relationship, the features of the main conflict, cause-and-effect 

relation and other details, which are emphasized in the news. After tracing the sequence of the 
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events presented in a variety of news programs it is possible to construct a general story, or a 

certain model of a reality, communicated by the media channel to its audience. Therefore, we 

use approach of van Dijk and Bell which they applied mainly for single news stories and 

implement it to the sequence of news related to the same topic (the Parliamentary election and 

the protests in Russia in December, 2011). After constructing the stories of both media 

channels and comparing their records of reality, it might be possible to detect what each of 

them did not say (Bell, 1998; 66). Then the study will proceed to discourse structure analysis.  

Discourse structure analysis 

On this level it is expected to establish how certain ideological implications are constructed in 

the texts of both news streams (van Dijk, 1998; 31-45) and how they correspond to each 

other. Drawing upon the findings of the event structure analysis, we will put the stories of the 

conflict that both channels portray into a wider context, taking into account local and global 

factors, that possibly affected the media representation of the case, like, for instance, 

ownership of the media, interference of the state actors into its policy and their objectives and 

others. This level is of crucial importance in terms of evaluation of propagandistic messages, 

as van Dijk marks, “hierarchical structures of events may be different” and, therefore, “for 

strategic ideological reasons, such differences of importance may be manipulated in discourse 

meaning” (1998; 42). This observation seems relevant to the current study as well. It should 

be noted here, that model of discourse analysis suggested by van Dijk and mainly applied by 

the scholar for the single text news, will be modified for use in broadcasting news analysis 

and applied for a series of news. As van Dijk notices, “there is no one, standard way to do 

critical analysis of (…) and talk (ibid., 61). Nevertheless, he suggests to consider the 

following criteria during ideological analysis: “(a) examine the context of the discourse, (b) 

analyze which groups, power relations and conflicts are involved, (c) look for positive and 

negative opinions about Us and Them, (d) spell out the presupposed and implied, and (e) 

examine all formal structures that (de)emphasize polarized group opinions (ibid.). These steps 

will determine the design of the analysis. As the current analysis deals with series of news 

broadcasts, it will be done in several sub-levels. Firstly, every short news story will be 

analyzed with a particular attention to the main implications and evaluative sentences. 

Secondly, the series of these stories will be generalized to a single macro-story, involving 

other news stories of chosen broadcasts. Therefore, for each channel there will be constituted 

a certain generalized story. Third, each macro-story will be scrutinized in terms of its 

ideological implications. This specific mode of discourse analysis have been invented due to 

necessity to handle with vast amount of textual information.  
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Ideological square implementation 

 Ideological implications evaluation can be regarded as a third and important step of CDA, 

according to van Dijk’s model (ibid., 33-63). The ideological square is a theoretical and 

practical approach that evaluates the proportion of the representation of different sides of the 

conflict/story and the attribution of positive and negative properties of both sides, whereas 

positive actions are more likely to be associated with “Us” (ingroup) and negative ones – with 

“Them” (outgroup). In a general sense the ideological square has the following structure: 

1. Emphasize our good properties/actions 

2. Emphasize their bad properties/actions 

3. Mitigate our bad properties/actions 

4. Mitigate their good properties/actions.  

(ibid., 33).  

By appeal of this model it becomes evident, who is portrayed in a more positive way and who 

is considered as “villain”, therefore, the ideological square serves as a tool to detect “Us-

Them” dichotomy and unfold its qualitative characteristics, which seem essential regarding 

attempts to study the component of political bias and propaganda in the news coverage.  

 

5. Analysis: institutional level  

The aim of the interviews with the journalists was, on the one hand, to obtain the firsthand 

information about the political conflict in question and see how they evaluated it, and, on the 

other hand, investigate, under what conditions they worked while covering the issue. In this 

respect during the interviews I tried to reveal certain internal and external factors that might 

affect the news policy and cause certain ideological bias in the representation of the political 

conflict. Among internal factors there could be self-censorship whereas among the external 

ones – instances of control over the media institutions supposedly undertaken by the owners 

or influential state actors, censorship, need to follow specific guidelines etc.  

 

 

5.1. Mapping the conflict into the context 
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As an expert with a diverse journalistic and academic experience, Anna Kachkaeva provided 

the most fruitful and argumentative feedback about the reasons, the nature and possible 

consequences of the protests in Russia in December, 2011. She linked the conflict situation 

which arose after the parliament elections with the general societal process, that, according to 

her, had been developing in Russia during the last two years. The protests, as she claims, 

became a natural result of, on the one hand, emergence of so-called new “creative 

class”(intellectuals, people who embraced ICT, internet  and new media) and, on the other 

hand, total ignorance of their existence by “the conservative majority” , which she unites with 

the political establishment and authorities. Kachkaeva also emphasizes, that the nature of 

these protests in Russia is principally distinct from the preceding revolutions in the Middle 

East, often named “Arab spring”, as these protests in Russia had much more to do with moral-

ethical problems, than with severe economical problems of the population or low living 

standards
40

. These observations are in line with those of Alena Pavlova, who also stresses out 

the political and ethical character of the Russian protests. Sharing her experience of 

participating in the protest manifestations in Moscow between the 5
th

-10
th

 of December, 2011, 

Alena pointed out that the majority of participants were intelligent and well-to-do people of 

creative professions, who primarily protested against the political injustice. She also 

mentioned that various forms of violence were applied towards a number of her colleagues-

journalists who attended the demonstrations: 

Though they did not violate any norms or misbehaved, but they were beaten and the 

police detained them on the ground of violation of article named “unlawful resistance of 

police actions” of the criminal Codex of Russia.   

 Ivan Belov, who attended the most of the protesting events in Moscow in December, 

2011 and was detained by the police for several times,  mentioned that he hasn’t seen the 

manifestations of such an overwhelming scale, though he has been dealing with the topics of 

street confrontations since 2005. He was rather careful in his estimates about the level of 

escalation of the protests and assumed, that “this is just the beginning and the most important 

things are to happen after the Presidential elections in March, 2012.” Sergei Ivanov who 

represents independent TV channel TV Rain as a host of a news program also confirmed that 

some of his colleagues were repeatedly detained by the police during the rallies, though in 

most of the cases they were released after the police got to know that they were journalists. 

Addressing the causes of the clash between the opposition and the state, the respondents draw 
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a link between the results of the Parliamentary elections and the outrage of the voters towards 

them. Interviewees expressed similar sympathy towards the protesters. Ivan Belov explains 

the raise of the protest movements, saying that “it is simple…this time the discontented with 

the results of the elections are in majority”. Anna Kachkaeva recalls the first hours of the 

Parliament elections, when thousands of videos reporting of falsifications in favor of “United 

Russia” had been uploaded on YouTube, shared by viewers on Facebook and Twitter. Though 

these videos were mainly shot on various mobile devices and non-professional cameras by 

accidental eyewitnesses, Kachkaeva considers them a vivid illustration of an actual fraud at 

the elections initiated by the authorities. She also indicated to an absurd situation with the 

investigation of the instances of fraud during the elections: 

“Institutionally and formally we have everything: Constitution, the elections… But in 

fact what do we see? So they [United Russia] have casted the ballots into the ballot boxes. 

They have officially announced, that it was done without an intention…Though it was 

broadcasted online and millions have watched…So, the protesters filed a complaint and 

submitted to the prosecutor’s office….The prosecutor explained that this was done by 

mistake, they were unaware of what they were doing…it is the same, as claiming that grey 

color is actually red…The same absurd…” 

Sergei Ivanov expresses his consent with the opposition movement. Though he remained 

quite reserved and brief in his statements, he considered that videos were quite convincing 

and characteristic proof of falsifications. He also shared his experience of being a volunteer 

observer at one of the Moscow’s polling stations, where he witnessed the violations in favor 

of “United Russia” party:  

…The head of the local Election committee asked me to ignore the fact that he has 

stolen the votes from the Communist party’s results and attributed them to “United Russia” 

instead… He explained that his bosses will fire him if he doesn’t do this. I tried to persuade 

him not to do this, I told him that this theft of votes won’t help him anyway, but if he insists, 

then I will pretend like I didn’t see it…He replied: “No, you are right,  I must remain 

honest”. And then he left. But the next day I got to know that he had altered the voting data 

later, in TEC
41

…The same evening I went to the protesting demonstration as a participant.  

Alexandra Zaitseva, in contrast, was quite skeptical towards the videos as an evidence of 

fraud during the election, hence, she justified the policy of Rossiya channel where she works 
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explaining that it would be, in fact, ridiculous to broadcast unprofessionally shot reels on the 

national TV.  

5.2. Media policy during the period of the conflict 

All the respondents supported the idea that the media explicitly divided themselves into 

two camps since the emergence of the elections fraud scandal and represented two polar 

views on the situation and employed two distinct forms of rhetoric. Therefore, Anna 

Kachkaeva identifies two opposite clusters of media – the ones which are electorate resource 

of the state and the other group – non-electorate. The selection of the events and the speakers 

to report on were also completely different in both types of media. Commenting on the 

question about the silence of the state TV at the beginning of the growing political discontent, 

Anna Kachkaeva maintains that she was not surprised by this, as, according to her, this 

situation is a natural outcome of the latest twelve years of strengthening “sovereign-

propagandistic” machine, which predetermined the role of the media as the bare retransmitter 

of the conservative political establishment’s views. In these circumstances, she continues, the 

state TV could do nothing but support the position of the authorities and wait for their 

instructions. The state media, according to Anna Kachkaeva,  

“have been deliberately avoided any alternative views, events, people, any alternative 

reality, part of which the protests, actually, are. That is why they could not find any frames 

and words to explain, who were those people with the white ribbons who took to the streets 

in masses and what they were standing for”.  

Thus, the whole background of the political discontent was missing in the official TV 

news and this created significant problems for the state related media when the protest 

movement reached its peak. Alena Pavlova notes, that though she preferred internet media 

and various independent sources of news, she also followed the state TV news, as it was the 

best way to figure out what the authorities were trying to imply by certain news framework.  

Touching upon the role of the independent media, Kachkaeva says, that the internet, some 

radio stations and TV Rain in particular, immediately grasped the mood of the protesters and 

supported them. Stating that the official TV completely failed the task of telling the news to 

the audience, Kachkaeva notes, that independent media institutions, like TV Rain and Ekho 

Moskvy radio station have not honored their task to tell the balanced news to the full extent, 

but at least they have created some public space for discussion and mediated the needs of the 

protest movement. This phenomenon, when the state media portray the reality of United 

Russia enjoying its legitimate victory without mentioning any evidence of fraud and protests, 
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on the drastically opposite background of the internet and independent media, created the 

situation of social schizophrenia, remarks Anna Kachkaeva. Observing the dynamics of the 

state TV news during the week between 4
th

-10
th

 December, she indicates, that the silence of 

the state-owned media during the first days of political confrontation changed by the end of 

the week to a few cautious and discreet reports about the demonstrations in support of the fair 

elections, with selective exposure of some new faces. The opposition rally held on the 10
th

 of 

December, according to Kachkaeva’s observations, became a crucial factor for changes in the 

news policy of the state-friendly media.  

The morning news on the 10
th

 didn’t say a word about the scheduled manifestation on 

Bolotnaya square, because the authorities decided to wait and see, how many people are 

going to attend the protest rally and, if there are only several thousands, then it would be 

ignored by the news, she assumes, but in case of dozens or hundreds of thousands people 

attending it, the follow-up strategy of reporting were to be elaborated.  When it became 

obvious that the scale of the event is unprecedented, all the national TV outlets one by one 

started direct broadcasting from Bolotnaya square.  

Though the reports kept on the same cautious form of narration, completely excluding any 

anti-Putin slogans and provocative placards, this was a radical change in comparison to the 

previous days of silence, Kachkaeva concludes.  

5.3. The political conflict and journalistic practices 

This subchapter features the descriptions of editorial policies of several mentioned media 

outlets, provided by their representatives. They were asked to reflect on their work routines in 

relation to the case of the Parliamentary elections and the protests and specify, whether they 

could recall any instances of censorship and pressure during the period in question.  

5.3.1. State owned media 

Russia Today Defining the media policy of Russia Today, Olga Smirnova emphasizes 

that all the political content is severely censored. She confesses that she was lucky not to work 

for the news programs at RT, as, according to what she heard from her colleagues, “they have 

to be submissive there regularly”, and she categorically insists: “I would never be allowed to 

say what I want to say there”. 

Russia Today in some way is the right hand of the Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs…Certainly, there is no such an objective to demonstrate that everything is shitty in 
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Russia, that we are very poor here and we drink a lot of vodka…Of course, we don’t speak 

about that…We mention briefly, that there are difficulties in Russia sometimes, but 

nonetheless, we have a lot of cool and interesting things here… 

She emphasizes, that the choice of the experts is one of the distinct features of Russia Today. 

According to her, the channel tends to give the floor to the speakers who are known to be 

loyal to the government and whose opinion does not contradict with the perspective shaped 

and promoted by RT. O.A. also mentions, that it is quite common for the experts to ask the 

host a correspondent, before the camera is on: “So what am I telling you this time?” or: “What 

do you expect me to say about this issue?” 

Olga Smirnova expressed concerns that, though she quit the company before the Presidential 

elections, a month before our interview was conducted, she might experience problems or 

persecution by her former bosses in the future, if they manage to read this interview. To 

support her opinion, she gave an example of one RT journalist, who quit RT recently and then 

was interviewed by some British magazine and he described the editorial policy of the 

channel. Later on, she said, the whole newsroom got to know about it and labeled him as “the 

betrayer” of the company. Another example she provides, refers to one of her colleagues at 

RT, a British journalist, who attended the protest rallies in December, 2011 and then reflected 

on them in his personal blog. This is how Olga Smirvova describes the reaction of RT’s 

management to this: 

…Actually, I think, the piece was really good…But one month later some unofficial 

directive arose that we should not…write anything like this in our blogs...And…that we 

have to eliminate our political activism (nervously laughs)…There was even a gossip that if 

we attend these events by our own initiative… we should expect reproofs or menaces…I 

know that some of our producers attended these manifestations just to supervise…Everyone 

of us was supervised, for instance, I am sure that my boss supervised regularly what I did 

and where I went… 

Nevertheless, she draws a distinction between state TV outlets as Pervy Kanal, Rossiya, 

Rossiya-24, and indicates to the advantages of RT, as the latter does not exclude  topical 

issues, like protests, out of its agenda, in contrast to the former ones. But at the same time, 

Olga continues, the perspective of RT on sensitive political topics is based on avoiding 

undesirable details and facts, speakers, opinions etc. She also recalls some of the details 

related to the coverage of the Parliament elections on Russia Today in her program: 
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…I was an eyewitness to the situation when some parts of the program were just cut off 

even without the approval of the anchorman…Our director of the program did it…There 

was some argumentative, to my mind, critics by an expert who participated in the program. 

In brief, he said that if Putin remains in power, Russia won’t benefit from it, as there are 

no, actually, positive changes during the last six years…Just corruption and…money 

launder…And afterwards that expert became persona non grata at Russia Today.  

Deliberating on how the editorial routine had changed in their program during the Parliament 

elections, she recalls, that the director of the program who usually was sitting “upstairs”, came 

to their office “downstairs” and scrutinized thoroughly all the political content, which, she 

assures, was not the case before the elections.   

I remember, when we were producing a program devoted to the elections, nothing was 

said there that there were any evidence of fraud…It just informed, that there have been 

elections, the international observers attended and said that everything went ok…Then, 

when the falsifications began, the emphasis was made on the idea that they happen at any 

elections and in many countries…If you will watch the videos you will see that the main 

message promoted in these reports is that…there were, actually, no real falsifications, or, at 

least, they haven’t been legally approved.  

As the control over information got tightened right before the elections, this was the first time 

when two of her reports for the program were banned. She expresses explicit surprise and 

misunderstanding by the fact of their rejection as, according to her, there was no any analysis 

or critics there, but the bare data. The first report dealt with the summary of for how long 

Putin had been ruling Russia and it was finalized with an observation that, if he would be 

elected as a President again, there was an opportunity for Russia to have him for 12 years 

more, or 24 years in total, counting from year 2000. The second report listed the preliminary 

vote data on the parties that participated in Parliament elections and, she continues, though 

“United Russia” had quite a good share (about 60%) in that survey, a decision not to include 

the report in the program had been taken lately, because, as Olga Smirnova assumes, the host 

and the managers of the program got afraid of some risk or potential problems. Speaking 

about the role of the editor-in-chief
42

 in editorial policy of the channel, Olga Smirnov  

expresses confidence, that Margarita Simonyan is in contact with Kremlin and exchanges 

calls with the government every day.  

Rossiya 24 This is how Alexandra Zaitseva frames the editorial policy of the channel: 
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Usually it is required to create an impression that everything is good in Russia, problems 

exist, of course, but only high-ranked authorities can make statements about them, but 

never the host himself…And besides, the news program does not imply any analysis…So 

it’s very simple: we announce that Medvedev held a speech, then the video of  speaking is 

shown. But when it comes to some tricky political moments, then the directions from above 

usually come with the guidelines up to specific words we should use…I am sure, that in 

terms of the TV technologies we don’t differ a lot from the Western TV, but we are much 

more afraid to speak about unpopular issues and we are too closed…too reserved… 

She specified that by “unpopular” themes the management of the channel usually implies 

problematic topics, highlighting corruption, “lawlessness” and many others, peculiar for the 

Russian context. 

Alexandra Zaitseva’s comments seemed rather characteristic in terms of censorship, the 

selection of the topics and editorial hierarchy at Rossiya 24 channel. According to her 

observations, the censorship exists at three levels in the news production there.  

First, the managing editor, who is on duty, attends a usual editorial briefing together with 

the producers, editor-in-chief and other managers of higher rank. During this briefing he 

gets to know what are the most topical issues of the day, in what order and in what frames 

they should be reported on. Second, the managing editor informs his team about the 

decisions taken at the briefing and plans the agenda of the program in accordance to what 

he has discussed with his bosses.  Third, the editors of the news program assign the 

journalists and select the information with regard to the suggestions of the managing 

editor.  

The preliminary selection of information at the briefings is the most important level of 

censorship, says Alexandra Zaitseva.  

It’s quite simple, if not to stick to the ethics…Just use the texts of our news agencies, which 

are also state-owned, edit them or rewrite a bit in accordance with the TV format: simple 

and short sentences, words that are easy to understand… and mind the individual features 

of the host’s style and tempo-rhythm. 

Alexandra refused to disclose the details of her work at the channel during the Parliamentary 

elections and the protests due to the security reasons. But she mentioned, that when the 

protests were on, she attended the manifestations together with the cameraman as staff of 

Rossiya 24, they were obliged to observe and shoot the rallies, but the channel didn’t 
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broadcast these events afterwards. This observation goes in line with the comments of Anna 

Kachkaeva, who highlighted, that the state channels sent their cameramen and correspondents 

to the protest demonstrations, but didn’t report on many of the events they had recorded. And 

this fact, according to the expert, in its turn resulted in a clash between the audience and the 

journalists of the state channels, as the attendants of the rallies saw the cameramen with the 

equipment, but didn’t find the reports on these events on the national TV. This clash, in its 

turn, caused a confrontation between the journalists of state media and those of independent 

ones as the latter appealed to the professional self-consciousness of the former and severely 

criticized them. 

 

5.3.2. Relatively independent media 

TV Rain According to Sergei Ivanov, the elections scandal and protests became a crucial 

moment for the TV channel, which all of a sudden turned into the one of the minor media that 

broadcasted the rallies and represented alternative views on the political situation in Russia.  

Previously it was normal if our videos got 300-500 views, but after the elections when we 

started to cover the protests our videos started to reach 3000-5000 views…We hired more 

producers and, actually, started to work seven days a week… 

Among other changes at TV Rain during that period Sergei Ivanov also mentioned that they 

needed to meet the legal experts more frequently than usual, in order to avoid any possible 

trials. For instance, the lawyers advised them to use “supposed falsifications” instead of 

“falsifications”. He also shared that the management of the channel started to receive phone 

calls with indirect threats, hints of possible danger and requests to stop broadcasting the 

protests from, supposedly, the representatives of the government. He refused to provide the 

details how he got to know about these calls and threats, by saying “I’d prefer to keep this in 

secret”. He could not recall if there were any forms of censorship or recommendations for the 

journalists regarding their reporting on the issue, he said, that usually they sit together in the 

newsroom and discussed how to approach the protests, how to solve technical problems and 

so on. According to his experience, he did not register any forms of inner censorship or other 

restrictions on reporting on some particular issues in the newsroom of TV Rain, adding that: 

For some reason journalists maintain censorship themselves…Because they are afraid of 

something…Actually, if they had stopped to be afraid, they would have realized that 

nothing scary is going to happen… 
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Radio Liberty Anna Kachkaeva stated that the radio station she represents was in entirely 

different situation, than any other Russian media, because it “exists within another 

professional paradigm and another societal coordinates system”, therefore, its news were 

more balanced with various voices represented. Radio Liberty, she continued, was less likely 

to propagate some particular point of view on the political situation. “Our radio station can 

afford freedom of expression as it doesn’t belong to the Russian state media system”, 

concluded the expert.  

 

5.4. Communicating ideology in the news 

During the interviews the journalists were encouraged to frame their observations what 

ideology their media company pursued and how it was implemented. It was expected to 

provide a basis for further speculations on the topic of propaganda and find out whether the 

news outlets were involved in creating specific propagandistic messages.  

5.4.1. State owned media 

Addressing the main task of the RT news team to portray the opposition movement, Olga 

Smirnova described it as following: 

First, there is a perception that all this intelligentsia
43

… the driving force of the 

protests is pointless… We were supposed to portray them as idiots, who cannot create 

any political strategy and maintain it…For instance, the protests on Bolotnaya square 

were represented [on RT] as some kind of independent phenomenon... Without any 

analysis or providing reasons why…As for the slogans against Putin, they were usually 

cut off…or avoided… 

Anna Kachkaeva asserts, that the main peculiarities of the state related TV news in general 

and in relation to the political conflict of December, 2011 in particular, are the following: 1) 

maintenance of the political status quo; 2) retransmitting the views of the authorities; 3) 

avoidance of any political alternative to the main policy; 4)understatement of national 

problems of critical importance; 5) reconciliation character of the news (necessity to approve 

the texts with the high-rank officials; 6) systematic avoidance of “undesired” speakers or 

political figures. In case of the political confrontation, that emerged after the Parliament 

elections of 2011, the state media employed and effusively mediated the rhetoric, which 
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divided Russians into “Us” and “Them”, whereas “Us” are those, “who care about Russia” 

and “who will stay within the country no matter what happens” and “Them” as representative 

of evil force, that tries to destabilize the country, those who “can leave the country at any 

moment because they don’t care”. This type of rhetoric is identified by Kachkaeva with the 

debates of Slavophiles and Westernists, which emerged in Russia the middle of the 19
th

  

century
44

. The Russian society, insists Kachkaeva, remains within the same framework, when 

the country in critical political moments gets divided into two opposite camps regarding the 

future of Russia.  Kachkaeva describes three types of dealing with the opposition by the state 

TV news. First type had to do with the selective censorship and cut-offs of critics and anti-

Putin slogans. Second type – when some particular opponents were briefly shown in the 

crown without giving them a voice, and third – the most “dangerous” adversaries were 

absolutely excluded from the news and never mentioned in any context.  

5.4.1. Relatively independent media 

Speaking about the objectives of the news as set by TV Rain news team, Sergei Ivanov 

mentioned, that the main goal was, first, to report on the events as impartially, as it was 

possible, and let speak out both sides, the protesters and those who supported the state, and, 

second, not to plunge into propaganda. When asked, what he implied by propaganda in that 

context, he explained: 

To report only on protest rallies…We didn’t want to be considered extremists and 

advocate someone’s point of view…and…that we favor only Udaltsov and Ponomarev
45

. 

We didn’t want them to take too much of our news space… Sometimes it was needed to 

smooth over the edges…But still there was a moment when we felt that…we had gone 

too far and overdone it…In other cases, I think, it was fine. Though the opponents and 

state channels criticized us for propaganda…But we just reported what we saw…It is 

not our fault that the whole country lived by the protests…And we were like the mirror 

of this country… 

Therefore, Sergei Ivanov confessed that the channel had done mistakes (though he refused to 

specify, what mistakes in particular he premised) in the coverage of the political conflict and 

produced some bias, but still it considered itself as a “mirror of the country” whereas the latter 

was subjected to rallies and protests.  
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 Two protest activists and organizers of the rallies in Moscow.  
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Kachkaeva observed, that there was propaganda in the independent media as well, but “in an 

opposite way”. As she specified, propaganda of independent TV news like TV Rain was not 

propaganda in a strict sense, but more “sympathy towards the people with white ribbons”. TV 

Rain, Kachkaeva continued, also used white ribbons as a symbol and identified itself with it, 

hence, in this sense it could be considered propaganda. Though the channel tried to 

counterbalance the protesters with the other side, giving the floor to the representatives of the 

government, but, of course, it explicitly demonstrated that it was on the protesters’ side. In 

this case, she supposed, TV Rain promoted de-marginalization of the protesters by articulating 

their interests, whereas the state TV news media, in contrast, did their best to marginalize 

them. Thus, in comparison to the state news, that either ignored the protester or represented 

them in a manipulative way, TV Rain was more objective, though it was also subjected to 

bias, concluded Anna Kachkaeva.  

5.5. Conclusions 

According to the speakers, the political conflict that emerged in Russia after the Parliamentary 

elections in 2011, became a crucial factor for divide of the national media into two distinct 

camps, as Anna Kachkaeva framed them – “electoral” and “non-electoral” sources, wherein 

the former are identified with the state-dependent media and the latter – with the media 

relatively independent from the state control. The political case became an indicator of the 

existing norms of censorship within the state related media and their dependence on the state 

actors and their guidelines. The journalists of RT and Rossiya 24 reported, that the main 

objective of their channels was to portray a positive image of the state regardless to the actual 

situation in the country and avoid negative topics that could distort the image being created. 

These factors affected representation of the political case in question in the news of RT and 

Rossiya 24. The interviews shed some light on the omission of the protesting events and the 

topic of the vote fraud in the news of the state media during 4
th

, 5
th

 and 6
th

 of December. 

According to the respondents, this discrepancy could be explained by the assumption that the 

authorities had not managed to elaborate any information strategy on the issue yet and, 

therefore, didn’t provide the controlled media institutions with any guidelines how and 

whether to report on it. When these guidelines emerged after almost three days of silence, the 

state-dependent news outlets were instructed to cover the topic within the certain frames: 

avoiding “undesirable” speakers and participants of the opposition movement, excluding 

“anti-Putin” slogans and comments and continue portraying positive image of the country. It 

became also evident from the interviews, that during the period of the conflict the state media 

were obliged to follow the guidelines of the state administration whereas independent ones, 
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like TV Rain, reportedly were a subject to indirect pressure of the authorities, consisting of 

phone calls to the media managers and requests to stop covering the events. Apparently, the 

state media were obliged to follow the guidelines of the authorities, which had the prerogative 

to pursue specific wording for the news and define the general framework for coverage of the 

topic. The news management of the state owned media thoroughly scrutinized all content 

related to the topic of the Parliamentary election and the protest activities and censored it by 

exclusion of “anti-Putin” slogans and “unwanted” speakers and members of the opposition. 

According to Anna Kachkaeva, the state media in this particular case demonstrated their 

propagandistic function and a role of the retransmitter of the state administration’s views, 

whereas the independent media, conversely, tended to portray the opposition with a explicit 

sympathy, which to some extent was similar to propaganda. She emphasized, that independent 

media created a space for discussion for the discontent part of the society and, therefore, 

played an important role as a mediator of the oppressed side’s needs.  

The interviews seemed fruitful in terms of providing “insider prospective” on the news policy 

of the state owned and independent media during the period of the political conflict in Russia 

in December, 2011. They also showed evidence of the administrative pressure on the media 

and suggested a framework for evaluation the content of both types of media as 

propagandistic. However, the interviews cannot provide us exhaustive answers, how 

particular news outlets covered the event and what specific ideological implications for the 

audiences their news contain. Therefore the scrutiny of the news broadcasts in undertaken, in 

order to provide an empirical basis for answering the research questions.  

 

6. Analysis: text level (CDA) 

Prior to the present critical discourse analysis a pilot study was conducted. It was broad and 

complex analysis of various media coverage, as I considered and consumed all media content 

available via internet during the week starting from 4
th

 and up to 10
th

, December, 2011, taking 

into consideration the reputation of media that originated it, their declared dependence or 

independence from the state and reach. This wide-scale examination of media content was 

performed in order to track the sequence of the conflict and protests, obtain more clear picture 

of the post-election situation in Russia, its atmosphere and thoroughly analyze the structure of 
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the events presented by media. After the week of various media content scrutiny
46

, it became 

evident that most of the media were explicitly divided into two polar camps according to their 

attitude towards the conflicting situation. Those that directly depend on the state, like TV 

channels Rossiya 1, Rossiya 24,  Russia Today and Pervy Kanal defended the official views, 

emphasized the achievements of the authorities and tried to eliminate and oppress the 

information, regarding the protest movement in Russia, its reasons and correspondence with 

the election fraud scandal that emerged before. In their turn, independent media tried to 

portray controversies of the state policy, revolutionary moods of the society, misbehavior of 

policemen. Numerous instances of election fraud, arrests of the protest demonstrations 

participants by the police, critical statements, the speeches of the opposition leaders – these 

issues were of particular focus of independent media like Radio Liberty, TV Rain and many 

others. The structure and the details provided by both “camps” of media were completely 

different, if not to say, contrasting. In order to illustrate these findings I designed a table, 

which shows the specific features of event construction by state controlled media and 

independent ones (see Appendix 1). Drawing from the results of the pilot study, I decided to 

focus on two distinct channels – RT and Radio Liberty, as they belong to different 

“ideological camps” and examine their evening news broadcasts during 4
th

 and 10
th

 of 

December, 2011. The main aim was to compare their news coverage of the topic and interpret 

it in accordance with the research questions. The analysis is performed on three basic levels: 

event structure, discourse structure and, finally, evaluation of the findings by applying 

ideological square by Teun Van Dijk.  

6.1. Event structure 

This level of the research focuses on the narrative properties of the chosen news material and 

traces how both media constructed the story of the post-election conflict in Russia in 

December, 2011. Comparing two versions of the story, communicated to the audience during 

the week, I considered the following criteria: a) the sequence of the events and facts; b) main 

sides of the conflict and their actions;  c) cause-and-effect relation between facts and actors; 

d) what was unsaid in each story. The coverage of election and protests in Russia was studied 

within broader context of the other news, featured in the chosen broadcasts. This broader 

overview of the surrounding news could help to identify the editorial strategies of both 

channels and see where and how they located the political conflict in Russia and how much 
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space they devoted to it in their news blocs. Firstly, each story is exposed, afterwards they are 

compared to each other according to the criteria addressed above
47

.  

6.1.1. The story told by RT: “Transparent election, United Russia is the winner, a few 

dissatisfied people protest, while the USA interferes into Russian policy.” 

In a general scope, the story of the situation, communicated in RT news is the following. 

According to various sources, quoted in the news (mainly state officials, which dominate the 

news discourse on RT), the Parliamentary election held in Russia on the 4
th

 of December 

brought a deserved victory to United Russia, it got the majority of seats in Duma, but have not 

reached 50%, but still it’s the absolute leader. After the elections there emerged rumors about 

the instances of fraud during the vote. President Medvedev is quoted to say all the complaints 

about the vote results will be investigated. Some experts commented that there could be 

irregularities somewhere, but it is impossible to falsify 20-30 % of results, therefore the 

election was transparent and fair. The results unlikely to be questioned, many state officials 

assure – this is the main emphasis of the majority of news videos related to the topic. The 

correspondents report, that some people gathered in Moscow on Tuesday, the 6
th

 December,to 

protest against what they call “fraud of the election” (as it was framed by both correspondents 

and the hosts of RT), about 100 were arrested. The others, the news reported, were praising 

United Russia for its deserved victory as a leader of Russia – this line of the news rhetoric 

was explicitly emphasized in the relevant news stories. The correspondent told that there was 

a big pro-Putin manifestation in the center of Moscow, people were shouting: “Putin, Rossiya, 

Rossiya, Putin”. According to the critical comments of the Russia authorities, featured by RT, 

government of the USA and Hillary Clinton in particular, criticized Russian election, said it 

was unfair and not transparent, but Prime Minister Putin and Minister of Foreign Affairs 

Lavrov accused her in attempts to interfere Russia’s internal affairs and said it was 

unacceptable. According to them, Hillary Clinton is trying to score political points by 

criticizing the Russian election. The debates on the election continued during the week, 

Medvedev continued to reiterate, that Hillary Clinton should mind her business. On 

Wednesday, 7
th

 there were more demonstrations in Moscow, both against- and pro-

government. Nothing special or serious – this is the sign of growing democracy. Medvedev 

says that it is normal when people protest, but they should respect the laws. And the new 

Parliament should start its work, this is what it was elected for, the Russian state officials 

emphasize again and this message is repeatedly broadcasted in the news of RT. Putin says he 

is ready for a dialogue with the opposition, but Hillary Clinton should stop interference. Life 
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News revealed secret information, that international observing organization Golos received 

bribes from the US government to destabilize the election in Russia. This is because Hillary 

Clinton would like the situation in Russia to turn into a new Arab spring, the Russia state 

officials suggest and are quoted to say this by RT for many times during the week. On the 10
th

 

of December there was a peaceful opposition demonstration at the Bolotnaya square in 

Moscow of about 25,000 participants, no accidents, police worked well.  

6.1.2. The story told by Radio Liberty: “Falsified election, massive protests and arrests, 

people are fighting for their political rights.” 

The news coverage of the political situation in Russia provided by Radio Liberty had 

completely different prospective. Its story also featured the Parliamentary election which was 

held in Russia on the 4
th

 of December, where United Russia won. High results of ruling party 

United Russia during the elections can be explained by its abilities to use administrative 

resources, claim many experts. According to them, as cited by RL, many voters and observers 

witnessed violations of the vote process, like carousel voting, ballot casts, rigging the results 

etc. Various independent organizations like Golos experienced difficulties with the Internet 

and phone connection, perhaps, because the state representatives tried to challenge its work. 

Many independent media experienced the same problems. On Monday an unauthorized 

protest demonstration was held, because thousands of people were disagree with the results of 

the election, the hosts of RL and the experts it provides floor to, suggest. The international 

observers claim that the results of the elections should be questioned, as there were many 

violations, the state tried to interfere the vote process and hinder the work of the observing 

institutions. On Tuesday massive demonstrations in Moscow and Saint-Petersburg were held, 

some hundred people were detained, the police tried to press people out of the square. 

Journalists and opposition activists were detained, as well as innocent people. Blogger Alexei 

Navalny is arrested for 15 days. The protest rallies continued on Wednesday as well, more 

than 600 people were detained during the first three days of the protests. In many other 

Russian cities opposition rallies against the results of the elections are also held. Military 

forces and police are deployed to the center of Moscow because of the protests. The big 

protest manifestation is scheduled for the 10
th

 of December in Moscow on Bolotnaya square. 

On Thursday Russia continued preparing for the protest manifestations which are scheduled 

to be held across the country on the 10
th

 of December. The white ribbon is the symbol of the 

protest movement, everyone who is against the results of the elections can use a white ribbon 

to label himself, enthusiastically report the news of RL. Meanwhile, United Russia members 

are calling for an emergent meeting to discuss a new strategy of the party, this implies that the 
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party is in crisis. Some prominent people resigned from the Russian Council of Human Rights 

as a sign of disagreement with the state policy towards the protest activities. Medvedev says 

that the new parliament should start its work regardless of the protests and complaints of vote 

fraud. Putin accused the USA for the financial support of the Russian protest activities. On 

Friday Moscow and other cities are actively preparing for the rallies which are planned for the 

10
th

 of December. At least 30,000 signed up to participate only in Moscow. Well-known 

filmmakers examined the video reports of the vote fraud and approved that these videos are 

not fake and they show the evidence of fraud. On Saturday massive demonstrations took place 

in many cities. In Moscow it was held at Bolotnaya square, there were masses of people, the 

state claims that there were 25,000, but obviously there were up to 100,000. The protesters 

called for new elections, resignation of Vladimir Churov, the head of Central Election 

Commission, allowance of new political parties to register for the election.  

6.1.3. The comparison of two event structures 

Two versions of the same political event (series of the events) are completely opposite and 

don’t correspond to each other. According to RT, the elections are transparent and fair, 

whereas RL portrays it as unfair and fraudulent. RT focuses on the deserved victory of United 

Russia, while RL discusses the instances of fraud and describes them in details. Radio Liberty 

reports about the unauthorized opposition rally in Moscow which was held on Monday, 6
th

 , 

whereas RT doesn’t mention it. The topic of preparations for the rallies have been discussed 

on RL throughout the week, whereas RT didn’t mention them in advance and reported on the 

rally at Bolotnaya square only after it was actually held. RL’s version contained many stories 

and facts related to the arrests of those who participated in the rallies, whereas RT didn’t 

report on this, briefly stating, that some hundred people were arrested.  RT focused on the 

opinions of the state leaders and didn’t include the opinions of the other side, whereas RL 

provided considerable space for the discontent to speak. RL provided opportunities for the 

international and local observing organizations to express their opinions regarding the vote 

fraud and violations during the elections, whereas RT focused on the statements of Putin and 

Medvedev who mitigated the importance of the issue and accused the USA of interference 

into the Russian politics. RT mentioned that international observers marked the high technical 

level of the election and that there were no major violations, whereas RL provided completely 

opposite picture. RT promoted the idea, that the protests and debates on the vote fraud are the 

results of subversive activities of the USA, as the latter has a strong strategic interest in 

Russia. According to Radio Liberty, the protests became a natural effect of the vote fraud, 

initiated by the state in order to fabricate the victory of United Russia ruling party. Therefore, 
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according to RL, claims of the US involvement into protest activities in Russia are an 

invention of the authorities, trying to decline its responsibility over the situation. It is also 

remarkable, how the protest rally on Bolotnaya square was reported on both channels. RT 

framed it as a peaceful rally and mentioned it briefly, whereas RL reported in details on the 

event, outlining that it is the most massive demonstration during the last 20 years. Radio 

Liberty’s report on the rally included the main demands of the opposition, whereas RT didn’t 

mention, why people protested.  

To conclude the findings of event structure analysis, RT told the story of the state officials 

being challenged by subversive activities of the USA and some “dissatisfied” people, who 

questioned the results of the elections. RL, in contrast, mediated a story of the deceived 

majority of citizens, whose political rights were severely violated and who were compelled to 

protest and defend their rights. Hence, both channels chose the opposite prospective of the 

story: RT mediated the version of the state officials, whereas RL focused on the side, which 

confronted the officials.  

6.2. Discourse structure 

This level is focused on the ideological representation of the conflict in the news. First, the 

ideological images of the authorities and the opposition as they are constructed by both news 

channels are considered. Second, the ideological implications of their actions and properties 

are addressed. And finally, two discursive models of the story are compared.  

Both channels initially choose different perspective of the situation and they feature opposite 

sides of the story. Therefore, the ideological perspectives on the situation are also different.  

6.2.1. RT (state image, opposition image, external enemy, implications) 

The image of the state The main actor that dominates the news space of RT is the Russian 

state. It is also evident by examining the particular case of the elections and the follow-up 

conflict. RT reconstructs deliberately positive image of the state by various strategies, First it 

is the choice of the facts and their interpretations. As the state is the sole interpreter of the 

problematic issues in the news, this condition provides a basis to promote one-sided point of 

view on the conflict and expose the state in a more advantageous way. The main emphasis of 

the news reports devoted to the elections was that United Russia is an absolute leader and a 

mighty hegemonic power, equated with the state. In order to stress the positive image of the 

party as the state representative, the link between the state achievements during the last 

decade and party’s victory is established. For example, in the news report devoted to the 
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election results, the correspondent makes the following statement: The officials [in  United 

Russia’s headquarters] are talking about the stability that United Russia party has brought to 

the country as a major standing point as they hope it will reward them on the Sunday vote…”. 

Later in the same news program press-attache of the President comments on the party’s 

almost victory and emphasizes that the party started governing the country in a very tough 

period. Both these statements imply to the idea that United Russia’s main advantage in front 

of the other parties is that it has been ruling the country and therefore deserves the victory. 

Second, United Russia managed to save Russia from various problems and brought it to 

stability. This idea is maintained by the comments of the other state-related speakers and 

invited experts which creates an impression that United Russia has no alternative on the 

Russian political landscape. The image of the state is equated to the image of the audience and 

identified as “Us”. In case with the protests, in contrast, the link between the cause of the 

protests and the state is missing in the RT news, therefore it is implied, that there is no 

connection between the state and this political situation. Otherwise if some connection 

between these two issues will be provided, the positive image of the state would be distorted.  

The image of the opposition As the opposition is not given a voice in the examined news 

programs, it becomes problematic to construct its image and its perspective in the story. The 

presence of “the other side” of the story can be traced in the officials’ comments, who admit, 

that there are always those who disagree, and it is normal. The opposition is framed by the 

news content as “just a few dissatisfied people” who disagree with the results of the elections, 

though there are no grounds for this disagreement.  According to Medvedev’s statement, 

broadcasted in one of the news reports, they are “disoriented”. The omission of information 

on who protesters are is compensated by various assumptions of the state representatives and 

experts, mediated by RT. Therefore, the audience is not provided with any description of the 

opposition but it receives a strong evaluative message which should direct audience’s 

perception of the opposition. Their motives for protests are not clearly articulated in the news, 

therefore it becomes difficult to establish, what they are standing for. One of the minor news 

reports, where the opposition was mentioned, portrays one of the opposition leaders – Alexei 

Navalny – in a negative way. The news implies that his slogans and mottos can be evaluated 

as hate speech, as he shouted “I will cut their throats”. It is not stated in the news that he 

meant the authorities, but according to severe criticism of the speakers “these people 

[opposition] don’t deserve our trust”, as they are rude and don’t have a political platform, it 

becomes clear that the officials attributed his slogan to themselves. This approach contributes 

to marginalization of the leader of the opposition and, therefore, discredits his followers. 
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Limited representation of the opposition contrasted by the statements of the officials, who 

evaluate the protest movement as a positive sign of democratic development and remind the 

protesters, that they have the right to express their voice but should respect the laws. This 

rhetoric reflects patronizing manner to address the other side and implies of the dominant 

position of the state in relation to the opposition. The latter should respect the laws – this is 

the framing of the officials regarding protesters, but at the same time it is suggested to follow 

the guidelines of the hegemonic power.  

External enemy Whereas the image of the opposition is mainly avoided in RT news, the 

image of the external enemy is explicitly present is the news discourse. As the topic on the 

vote fraud debates is introduced in the news, the suggested perpetrator is also exposed. The 

rise of the opposition movement is associated with the attempts of the US government to 

challenge Russian internal affairs. First Putin and then the Minister of Foreign Affairs 

condemned the USA for its criticism of the Russian election, then more interpretation follows: 

Hillary Clinton is trying to score political points by interfering into the Russian election 

system. This is totally unacceptable, maintain Putin and Lavrov. Thus, the whole issue of the 

criticism of the Russian election is substituted by the Russian officials’ statements against the 

USA and its state secretary. In this way we see the example, how the attention of the audience 

is being redirected from the topic which is sensitive for the mediator, to another one, which is 

favored by the latter. The notion of the external enemy is used as an additional tool to 

discredit the image of the opposition. The news on Golos watchdog being financed by the 

USA in order to destabilize the elections in Russia implied that vote fraud was not real, but it 

was faked by the external forces, which have strategic interest in Russia. This interpretation 

helps to restore the positive image of the state which is innocent and also reminds of the Cold 

War rhetoric, when the USA was propagated in a negative way as an external aggressor. If the 

image of opposition is equated to the image of the external enemy, then the audience is 

expected to make final conclusions about the opposition being untrustworthy.  

Main implications The elections were legitimate and their results are not to be challenged. 

The claims of violations during the elections or vote fraud are not well grounded, their 

amount does not affect the overall result. The scale of protest movement is not significant, 

these people are dissatisfied with the results as they are disoriented. New government should 

start work. Those states that criticize Russia’s internal policy, like the USA, should mind their 

own business and not hinder the Russian authorities to conduct its policy. There are not only 

the protests, but the rallies in support of United Russia, they are massive and demonstrate 

praises to Vladimir Putin.  
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6.2.2. Radio Liberty (opposition image, state image, implications) 

State image The state image is constituted in Radio Liberty’s news not through evaluative 

statements , as the image of the opposition in the news of RT, but through various activities, 

that are directly or indirectly attributed to the state or to its associates in a particular news 

context. Apart from abstract addressing the state as just “the state” RL also identifies certain 

institutions with the state. They are: police, United Russia, the courts, the administration of 

educational institutions, Federal Security Service, Central Election Committee, local 

authorities and some others. When the news say that “police acted severely” towards the 

protesters the listener attributes this property to the authorities. When the courts approved that 

the opposition members were guilty and violated certain laws during the rallies, and the 

experts and lawyers featured in RL news claim that these verdicts were politically motivated, 

the audience identifies the image of the unjust court with the image of the authorities. In a 

similar way, when the observers on the radio report about the violations of election process in 

favor of United Russia, the audience naturally comes to the conclusion that the state is related 

to vote fraud and, perhaps, it initiated it. When opposition parties’ members report of their 

observers being expelled from the polling stations, the audience might decide, that this is also 

related to the state’s attempts to control the results of the vote and falsify them. Therefore, the 

news on the educational institutions trying to force the students to vote for United Russia 

explicitly indicates to the state’s misuse of administrative resources. Ultimately, this wide 

range of news shapes the perception that the state is the embodiment of evil and it repeatedly 

violates democratic norms and human and civil rights of the people. Thus, the state is 

portrayed as “Them” and it is opposed to the discontent society.  

The image of the opposition is also multifaceted and is constituted of various actors: 

ordinary people, journalists, politicians that don’t belong to United Russia
48

, international 

observers etc. The motives of the opposition to protest are widely articulated and discussed in 

the news in relation to the vote fraud. Being exposed to a vast variety of comments and 
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 Except for the members of the Communist party – though it is a second major party in Russia, but Radio Liberty 

significantly misrepresents it, preferring Yabloko, Fair Russia, Liberal Democrats or other movements. This 

circumstance might refer to the ownership problem, as Radio Liberty is financed by the US Congress and arguably, 

might have an objective not to feature communists, as this ideology opposes the Western one. This topic could be 

relevant for another study.  
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reports of the fraud in favor of United Russia, the audience, perhaps, is expected to 

sympathize with the protesters. It is repeatedly emphasized in the news that “there were 

innocent people” who were detained or arrested by the police that acted in a harsh way. This 

also provides a basis for empathy towards the opposition and, conversely, promotes negative 

perception of the state. There are many emotional appeals in the comments of those who 

participate in the protest activities: “We followed our hearts…No one has agitated us to 

attend the rallies…We are ordinary people and not politicians…” These statements regard the 

protesters in a heroic way, as fighters for their democratic rights. Association with the 

ordinary people who are not related to the politics implies of a wide scale of the protest 

movement and its importance for the public. In contrast to Russia Today, Radio Liberty 

exposes the particular opposition leaders to the audience, they are also portrayed with 

sympathy, the details of their detentions and arrests are reported in details, which implicitly 

exaggerates the negative image of the state that subjected these people to injustice. The news 

on Amnesty International officially recognizing opposition leaders – Alexei Navalny and 

Sergei Udaltsov – as prisoners of conscience, also promotes the idea that they were treated 

unfairly.  

External enemy is not present in Radio Liberty news framework, the USA is mentioned 

when citing Putin and Medvedev, who criticized the USA, as it was framed, “for the support 

of the Russian protesters”. This proposition is unspecific in terms of its characteristics of the 

support – as we compare to RT’s framework that focused on the USA providing financial 

support of the Russian opposition, the appeal of Radio Liberty is more general and neutral. 

Therefore, the strained political situation in Russia is a result of its internal problems, mainly 

associated with the authorities.  

Main implications The protest movement is portrayed positively and with enthusiasm: every 

news program is opened with an announcement that protest activities embraced the whole 

country, the names of the cities, even the small ones, are listed, the organizers of the rallies 

are also given voice. The experts estimate, that the scale of the opposition activities will 

continue to increase. The preparation for the rally on the 10
th

 of December is widely discussed 

and appears as a central topic in the news for several days – thus, it is presented as an 

important event and a symbol of national scale of the protests. The demands of the protesters 

are also articulated, as they called for cancellation of the vote results, that were falsified and 

holding new and fair elections instead. This proposition, when emphasized for many times 

during the week, implies the necessity and relevance of these measures as the only way to 

amend the situation and turn it back into the democratic course. This political conflict is 
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interpreted as a lesson for the authorities that have abused the rights of their citizens for a long 

time.  

 

6.2.3. Broader news context of RT and RL 

This subchapter examines the other news content featured in the chosen news programs and 

discusses their correspondence with the political topic in question. It is remarkable, that RT 

deliberately avoids the issue of political protests in Russia, but with a particular attention 

covers the protest activities in other countries, especially the USA. It emphasizes, that the 

heavy handed police severely injures the citizens, who fight “against the corrupted state”. 

During the whole week it reiterates, that the protest movement in the USA is expanding and 

involve more and more cities, whereas the estimates of domestic Russian protest movement 

are avoided or represented as insignificant, no information about police violence in case of 

Russia is provided by RT.  Meanwhile, Radio Liberty didn’t mention the protests in the USA 

at all, like they didn’t exist. Among the other international topics, it covered conference in 

Bonn devoted to Afghanistan, fire accident in the Indian hospital, the agreement, signed in 

Brussels about Croatia joining EU, and a wide range of other topics, but there is nothing 

negative about the USA, whereas RT chose negative perspective on reporting about the USA. 

Economical problems of EU remain the central topic for RT as well where the leaders of 

France and Germany are portrayed as dictators that oppress the other European states and 

bring them into troubles, while Radio Liberty reports on the EU issues rather briefly and 

neutrally. Radio Liberty, therefore, mainly focuses on instances of injustice in Russia, paying 

special attention to the role of the state in these situations, whereas RT, instead, avoids topic 

of injustice in Russia especially if the state is involved, and replaces these topics by vivid 

examples of injustice anywhere else: the USA, Great Britain, EU in general, Israel and 

Palestine Afghanistan etc.  

6.2.4. Comparison of two discursive models 

RT created in its news positive and polarized image of the Russian state which distances itself 

from the image of the opposition. Various methods are combined like the selection of facts, 

that promoted advantageous exposition of the state, the dominance of state related speakers 

and loyal experts, who approved and anchored the main ideological messages, avoidance of 

controversial topics or their substitution by the topics, promoting counter-arguments (the 

protest movement in Russia is small and insignificant, but the USA is subjected to wide-scale 
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national protests, the economical situation in Russia is stabile – EU is on the edge of financial 

catastrophe etc.). Another important feature that was revealed during the analysis, is the 

following: when the causal-effect relationship between two issues or facts are undesirable by 

the mediator (RT), they are separated from each other and presented as totally different and 

unrelated issues. This can be traced on the example of the claims of vote fraud and the 

mobilization of the protest movement. The link between these objects could question the 

victory of United Russia, which is associated with the state, which, in its turn, might escalate 

the societal resonance. When these issues were presented separately and significantly 

mitigated, like existing in a parallel reality, they did not affect previously created positive 

image of the state. RL, in its turn, created multifaceted images of both state and discontent 

part of the society but they are presented as antagonists. Whereas the discourse of the protests 

and their motives are not communicated in RT news, they are provided in profusion on RL. 

The latter particularly focuses on the topics, excluded from RT news: the role of the state in 

the vote fraud, the voices and portraits of the protest activists, the scale of the protest 

movements and arrangements to the rallies. Both news discourses contradict and confront 

each other, like these media are communicating to each other and exchange counter-

arguments. For instance, RT says that the election was legitimate and fair, RL says it was 

falsified and the results are not trustworthy; RT says the opposition movement is minor, RL 

assures that it embraces the whole country; RT maintains that protest movement and debates 

of the vote fraud emerged because of subversive politics of the USA, RL declines this version 

by under-representing it. RT exclusively supported the views of the state, whereas RL 

represented mainly the opposition, but exposed a variety of its facets. This exchange of 

contradicting messages could be to some extent identified with information war, but it was 

embedded into the specific factual environment and shaped by the commentaries and opinions 

of experts. It seems safe to say that the ideological policy of RT is more explicit in terms of 

promoted ideas and official views, whereas RL provides a wide spectrum of voices and facts, 

but their exposition and implicit links, which do not correspond directly to each other, but 

refer to the mental models of the audiences, who, in their turn, are driven to certain 

conclusions, but these conclusions are not imposed directly, like it is done on RT by constant 

reiteration of the same messages, communicated by authoritative speakers.  

6.3. Ideological square implementation 

Applying this strategy, suggested by Teun Van Dijk, it is expected to summarize findings of 

the discourse analysis, presented above and make Us-Them dichotomy of both discursive 
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models more illustrative. The overall news context of the examined news programs is also 

considered to provide a more versatile picture.  

6.3.1 RT (Us-Them dichotomy) 

1. Emphasize our good properties: United Russia has been ruling country in a very tough 

period and managed to bring stability to the country. It won the elections because the voters 

trust and support the ruling party. The state leaders are willing to open a dialogue with the 

opposition. The complaints of irregularities during the election will be investigated. The state 

leaders are worried about the stability of the country and remind the protesters that they 

should respect the law. The state actors defend the country and its policy from external 

interference. The opposition rally went peacefully on the 10
th

, December due to well 

coordinated work of police and city administration.  

2. Emphasize their bad properties  Some dissatisfied people dare to challenge the results of 

the elections, though evidence of fraud has not been officially approved. Videos reporting on 

vote fraud were fakes. People hold unauthorized rallies and create problems for the traffic in 

the city. The US government is trying to misuse the Russian political situation and score 

political points. It criticizes the choice of the Russian people. Hillary Clinton started to 

criticize the Russian election before she saw an official report of the Russian authorities – this 

is unacceptable and not professional. Hillary Clinton wants Russia to turn into “Arab spring”. 

The US government illegally finances various provocations that aimed to discredit the 

Russian democracy and its election system. The American police is heavy handed and it 

severely attacks the demonstrators of the protest rallies in the USA. Western media created 

hysteria around the issue of the protests, because they advocate the aggressive policies of 

some Western states. The opposition members are rude, they use hate speech during the 

rallies, they don’t deserve our trust.  

3. Mitigate our bad properties There were many reports on vote fraud in favor of United 

Russia.  The authorities used administrative resources to affect the results of the election. The 

authorities prevented local and international observers from their work. The police detained 

and arrested participants of the rallies, many of them were detained without legal grounds.  

3. Mitigate their good properties The majority of the protesters are well-educated and well-

to-do people. They fight for their democratic rights as they believe the elections results were 

faked. The opposition fights against the corruption of the state and unfair elections. The 

citizens are willing to be active participants in the political life of their country. 
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6.3.2. Radio Liberty (Us-Them dichotomy) 

1. Emphasize our good properties The majority of the protesters are well-educated and 

well-to-do people. They fight for their democratic rights as they believe the elections results 

were faked. The opposition fights against the corruption of the state and unfair elections. The 

citizens are not passive, but are willing to be active participants in political life. Protesters 

value democracy and they are fighting for Russia to become a democratic state. International 

observing organizations contributed to justice and fairness of the election. 

2. Emphasize their bad properties United Russia misuses its power resources during the 

election: it initiates vote fraud in its favor. It puts pressure on the citizens to vote for United 

Russia and bribes them. The state prevents the people from expressing freely their views and 

hinders organization of the rallies. The state interferes the work of independent media and 

subjects it to technical problems during the election and protest rallies. Police arrested more than 

600 people during the rallies in Moscow, and about 100 – in Saint Petersburg. Some, especially 

opposition members, were kept in jail for 15 days.  Prominent film-makers examined the videos 

reporting of vote fraud and officially confirmed that they are authentic and show evidence of 

vote fraud in favor of United Russia. Democratic development of Russia is under threat unless 

new government is elected. 

3. Mitigate our bad properties Opposition does not have elaborated political platform. Some 

political parties use protest moods of people to pursue their own goals. Some opposition 

members acted in aggressive way during the rallies. Navalny and other opposition leaders used 

insulting slogans and mottos in their speeches during the rallies. There were instances of fraud in 

favor of other parties during the Parliamentary election.  

4. Mitigate their good properties The authorities assured that all complaints of vote fraud will 

be thoroughly investigated. There were observing organizations that confirmed that the election 

went without serious violations. Putin expressed his willingness to start a dialogue with the 

opposition. The authorities allowed the opposition to hold a rally on the 10
th

 of December in 

Moscow.  

To summarize, ideological models constructed by each channel in its news coverage, depicted 

the other side predominantly in a negative way and, conversely, the supported side was presented 

in a favorable light. Thus, both models expose completely different accounts on the same event, 

where the strategy of polarization, discussed by van Dijk (1998 : 33), is applied. RT news 

coverage is dominated by events and opinions that correspond to the positive image of the state, 

whereas the other side of the conflict is associated mainly with negative properties. The Russian 
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opposition and the USA are equated as “evil” with a strong emphasis on the USA, whereas the 

representation of the opposition is significantly limited. RL, in its turn, promotes positive 

representation of the opposition which also dominates its news space. The image of the state, 

according to RL, is bound with negative properties, actions and associations, its positive deeds 

are not present in the discourse.  

 

6.4. Conclusions 

In this chapter discursive features of the news coverage by both media channels are 

established. The three-step discourse analysis of news coverage of the political conflict on RT  

and RL demonstrated, that both channels depicted completely opposite ideological portraits of 

two sides and promoted contrasting ideological values to their audiences. This feature could 

be traced on the level of event structure, as both channels prioritized particular selection of 

facts and certain cause-effect relationship between them (or absence of this relationship, 

where it was necessary), which, in its turn, created certain associations and assumptions. 

Therefore, it might be argued here, that the chosen way to organize information helped to 

canalize its assessment and interpretation by the audience in a certain way. RT tended to 

exclude unwanted associations that could negatively affect the image of the state and United 

Russia party, such as the link between vote fraud scandal and protests. In its turn, RL featured 

news and occurrences which, being put altogether, could promote critical attitude towards the 

state as violator of democratic values.  

However, being similar in terms of their strategic and selective use of information, both 

channels are rather distinct in terms of its presentation and rhetoric they employ. In RT’s news 

there are primarily officials who dominate the discourse and who are eligible to make 

evaluative or even explicitly judgmental statements about a situation. The experts play 

secondary role in the news discourse and usually their opinions go in line with those of the 

Russian authorities. In this specific political context, the other side was not allowed to speak 

on RT, and its presence in the discourse was significantly mitigated. The image of the external 

enemy – the USA – permanently reoccurs within the news discourse. According to RT, “the 

enemy” is to blame for the vote fraud scandal and for emergence of protest movement. To 

accentuate this impression, RT switches attention of the audience from protests within Russia, 

which are portrayed as insignificant, to protests in the USA, which, in contrast, show 

devastating picture of innocent people fighting against corrupted state.  
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RL allows a wide range of people to express their voices in its news, and it is more neutral in 

its choice of rhetoric, but the experts who comment on the situation critically speak of United 

Russia and the authorities as perpetrators of democratic norms and values, therefore, the idea 

of Russia that doesn’t benefit from this government is pursued in the news discourse. 

Emphasis on the positive image of opposition and accelerating of the protest movement across 

the country create an impression of a forthcoming revolution and slightly suggests of “Arab 

spring” associations. In contrast to RT, RL excludes of its news focus the topic of anti-

government protests in the USA despite of their dramatic depiction by RT, which might 

arguably have to do with ownership of RL.  

Ideological square implementation visualized the biases of both media, which have opposite 

characteristics. With the exception, that the USA as an actor  is identified with “Them” in the 

news discourse of RT, whereas it is absent in RL’s news discourse. RL’s news portrays 

explicit antagonism between the state and the opposition, without any external force involved.  

7. Discussion  

The study has confirmed, that maintenance of propaganda as phenomena in social and media 

practices is shaped by number of important factors. It became evident that propagandistic 

communication should be studied as incorporation of its production, textual expression and 

effects on the audience (Jowett, O’Donnell, 1992). The present research, however, was limited to 

study of propaganda in news on two levels – its production and embodiment in the news content, 

whereas its actual impact on the audience was not addressed. Studying audience and its possible 

responses to certain media messages within the context of political conflict in question could be 

suggested for further research. Although this study managed to shed some light on media 

representation of rather controversial topic – Parliamentary election in Russia in 2011, vote fraud 

scandal and anti-government protests – the complexity of the topic and ambiguities of its 

interpretation still leave much space for further study. It might be interesting to compare 

reporting of the Western media to that of the Russian media, or focus on distinctions and 

similarities of media representation of the topic only in the Russian state-owned or independent 

media. The crucial role of social media in civil movement awakening in Russia implies that this 

phenomenon also needs to be studied in a separate research. As the issue of self-censorship was 

marked by the interviewed journalism as a crucial factor to maintain ideological bias in the news, 

the investigation of self-censorship maintenance in editorial environment and mental models of 

journalists could significantly contribute to scholarship of propaganda within contemporary 

media context.  
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The interviews with the journalists confirmed applicability of propaganda model by Herman and  

Chomsky (1988), as the chosen factors
49

 were relevant for the case of media coverage of the 

Parliamentary election in Russia. Journalists who work for state media reported on instances of 

indirect forms of state control over the news content, the existing procedures of editorial 

censorship and, finally, self-censorship, deeply rooted in journalistic conscience and 

incorporated with professional routines. These peculiarities can be attributed to the factor of 

ownership. The latter, according to Herman and Chomsky, shapes news policy and directs it in 

accordance with owner’s ideologies, his current strategies and goals. The addressed episode with 

state media’s silence for two days during the unexpected emergence of protests also illustrates 

how media institutions were affected by their ownership. As the interviewed journalists along 

with media expert Anna Kachkaeva explained that exposure of information on protests and vote 

fraud scandal could lead to disadvantageous associations with the image of the Russian state, 

therefore the main strategy of the state actors in that situation was to withhold this information. 

This circumstance, in its turn, directed news policy of the state related media and confirmed their 

dependence on the guidelines of the state. News policy of RL could arguably be to some extent 

affected by its ownership. A parallel could be drawn between its being financed through funding 

of the US Congress and noticeable avoidance of disturbing topics, related to the USA. Although 

its representative Anna Kachkaeva asserted in the interview that RL pursues independent and 

objective reporting, it might be questioned by the findings of the CDA analysis of its news 

reportage. Factor of sourcing also plays crucial role in reporting on the issue. The news discourse 

of RT was predominated by the official voices, whereas alternative opinions were deliberately 

excluded of the news agenda. This finding goes in line with Anna Kachkaeva’s observations, 

who confirmed explicit adherence of the state media to its information sources and systematic 

elimination of any alternative to the official doctrine. The matter of sourcing in case of RL was 

incarnated in presentation of variety alternative sources, whereas the voices of authorities were 

in minority.  Institutional pressure, so called “flak” in the propaganda model by Herman and 

Chomsky (Herman and Chomsky, 1988), was also the case for the news coverage of the topic, as 

the journalists of the independent media confirmed that they encountered instances of 

institutional persecution, such as, for instance, being detained and arrested for attendance of anti-

government manifestations. The fifth factor, which usually incorporates ideological antagonist, 

found its vivid representation in image of the USA in the news of RT. Discourse analysis of RT’s 

news outlined the USA as ideological antagonist and challenger of Russia. This might arguably 

                                                           
49

It has been previously established, this study does not focus on advertisement as one of the factors that determine 

existence of propaganda, therefore I speak about relevance of four factors except advertisement which is not 

considered.  
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be interpreted in terms of the cold war rhetoric, which for certain period of time dominated 

discourse of the Soviet media. This observation evokes speculations for further comparative 

analysis of Russia Today and Radio Liberty news policies in terms of the cold war discourse.  

The results of the study seem to be corresponding to assertions of Lasswell and subsequently 

Taylor, who insisted on propaganda being perpetual to media and politics (Lasswell, 1934; 

Snow,Taylor, 2006). Whereas RT is more explicit as a mediator of the state actors’ views and 

ideology, news of RL is more focused on covering the other side, which is underrepresented in 

the Russian state media. However, it turns problematic to evaluate its content as propagandistic 

without  analysis of its overall news coverage, especially  involving reporting on the USA, as our 

study indicated to some inconsistencies in RL’s response to certain topics. Studying Radio 

Liberty’s news policy in the context of its ownership could be also suggested as an interesting 

topic for further research, as it perhaps will shed more light on the strategies that modern 

democratic states use to deal with reporting on sensitive topics (Snow, Taylor, 2006: 390-391).  

Nevertheless, answering question what is propaganda and what is not, still seems extremely 

difficult, as we inevitably encounter various ontological and epistemological problems. 

Therefore, practical evaluation of news content within such criteria as lying or exaggeration, 

addressed by Corner (2007) seems rather problematic unless the background of a certain event or 

occurrence in question is investigated in details. In this respect it seems, that criticism of 

propaganda as a framework is not unfounded. This research was not aimed to provide exhaustive 

answer to the question whether propaganda is the best framework for this study – debates on this 

issue undoubtedly will continue. But it seems relevant to argue, that it is possible to employ the 

term of propaganda when a study focuses on the ideological bias and its persuasive value.  

 

 

8. Conclusion  

Case study of media representation of Parliamentary election in Russia, 2011 and follow-up 

protests was based on qualitative methodology – in-depth interviews and critical discourse 

analysis. It was aimed, first, to contextualize the event and understand, what external and internal 

factors of news production shape the tone of reporting and, second, to compare news coverage 

by two distinct news outlets which belong to different ideological realms and evaluate 

ideological bias in their coverage within propaganda paradigm. The study confirmed, that state 

controlled media needed to follow the guidelines of the authorities when reporting on the 

political conflict. Therefore, they censored the content, excluded alternative opinions and 
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favored officials’ points of view. Interviewed journalists also reported of self-censorship as an 

important factor which affects their work. Journalists of independent media, however, did not 

mention the problem of censorship in their newsrooms regarding the case in question, but some 

of them experienced various forms of institutional persecution, like arrests and detentions during 

anti-government rallies. Critical discourse analysis of two versions of reporting by Russia Today 

and Radio Liberty became a vivid illustration of media constructing two opposite realities, not 

only in terms of distinctions in narratives and choice of events, but in their ideological 

representation. Russia Today promoted positive image of the authorities and eliminated presence 

of opposition, which was framed as “a few disoriented people”. In its news coverage of the 

political conflict it exposed the negative image of external enemy – the USA, which, according 

to RT, was aiming to interfere Russian domestic affairs by challenging its election. Radio 

Liberty, in its turn, sympathized with the opposition and provided it enough space for 

representation and articulating its ideas, whereas the image of the Russian was implicitly 

associated with human and civil rights abuse and a threat to democratic development of Russia. 

News policy of Russia Today seems more explicit in its attempts to favor certain ideological 

values, manipulate facts and portraying the image of “ideological enemy”. In case with protests 

in Russia, RT considers them “as a sign of democracy”, however, substitutes any information on 

the protests in Russia by dramatic portrayal of state injustice and protests in the USA. Therefore, 

it seems easier to evaluate RT’s news policy in terms of chosen topic as propagandistic. Radio 

Liberty’s news policy is way less explicit and can be considered as rather covering the other side, 

as it is totally excluded from the scope of state media news. Some assumptions on RL’s bias can 

be made in relation to its overall news policy, as it prefers not to speak about the protests in the 

USA and mentions this country mainly in neutral context.  

This study was an attempt to investigate how Russian state owned and relatively independent 

media construct a sensitive political topic in their news. The present controversial case of 

Russian Parliamentary election and its media representation has arguably not been thoroughly 

studied by both Russian and foreign research before. Therefore, this thesis tried to contribute to 

empirical study of political conflicts within social and media discourse in Russia. It exposed 

actual media practices in Russian media in relation to various forms of state control and 

censorship, which might be used for the Western scholarship as a background research for 

further study of Russian media in various theoretical and practical aspects. The present study 

also tried to adjust existing approaches to discourse analysis of news and take it on the new level, 

when not only a single news story can be analyzed, but a series of news. In this respect, this 
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research can be considered as a contribution to further development of critical discourse analysis 

methodology.  

However, this study has considerable limitations. Firstly, it doesn’t address media audiences and 

focuses only on the aspects of journalistic practices that set the tone of reporting and its textual 

expression. The present research does not address quantitative methods, which could provide 

basis for generalizations of the findings and their possible extrapolation on the Russian media 

broadcasting system as a whole. Nevertheless, this scholarship has provided an interesting 

outcome which contributes to the discussion on theories and concepts of propaganda in  media 

discourse and empirical study of the Russian media on the examples of two distinct media 

outlets.  
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Appendix 1 
 

Results of the pilot study: news coverage of Parliamentary election 2011 and protests in Russia by 

state-related and relatively independent media  

 State controlled media50: Россия51, NTV52, 

Первый канал53, Russia Today54 

Independent media: Radio Liberty55, Echo 

Moskvy56, TV Rain57 

The description of 

the situation on the 

elections of 4th, 

December 

The elections were conducted throughout 

Russia without serious violations 

United Russia – the ruling party - is winning 

with an impressive break-away 

Putin meets United Russia members to 

congratulate them with a deserved victory  

Putin meets Vladimir Churov, the director of 

the Central Elections Committee and submits 

the documents to participate in Presidential 

elections in March, 2012 

Many videos of falsification attempts in favor of 

United Russia were uploaded on the internet 

drawing a wide negative response of the electorate 

The results shown by Россия channel look 

ridiculous as they don’t correspond to the laws of 

mathematics, showing 119% and 146% of total 

share of votes distributed between all the parties-

participants in the elections. 99,47 % of vote to 

United Russia in Chechenian republic seemed also 

striking to the journalists 

United Russia claims it is winning but the results 

are to be questioned 

 

The protests and 

demonstrations in 

Moscow and Saint-

Petersburg on the 

5th, December 

Not provided Massive demonstrations were held in the center of 

Moscow and Saint-Petersburg, with several 

thousands of attendants who chanted: “We want 

new and free elections” and “Putin and Churov – 

for resignation”  

The police arrested several hundreds of people in 

Moscow and Saint-Petersburg including journalists 

and opposition leaders and acted severely towards 

to some of them 

The continue of the 

protest 

demonstrations on 

the 6th of December 

Not provided  

 

United Russia continues to enjoy its victory and 

congratulate its members 

The concert devoted to United Russia victory is 

held in the Center of Moscow, people are 

chanting: “For United Russia” 

Several thousands of people come to the streets of 

Moscow, Saint-Petersburg and other cities to 

protest and declare the same mottos they chanted 

the day before 

More arrests of people attended the demonstrations  

in the big cities 

United Russia is holding a concert in the support of 

its victory. Among the participants: uneducated 

young people from rural places of Russia, mostly 

members of United Russia, some of them don’t 

want to show their faces to the journalists 
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Protest 

demonstrations on 

the 7th of December  

A brief report on Россия channel, stating that 

there were some unauthorized demonstrations in 

Moscow and Saint-Petersburg which caused 

troubles with the transport. Some experts 

emphasize that street demonstrations lead to 

chaos in the country and are a direct threat to 

the stability and prosperity of the citizens. The 

unauthorized rallies are to be eliminated and 

sometimes arrests are inevitable, like it has 

happened in Greece and the USA recently.  

Medvedev says that he and his party is happy 

with the results and he suggests the new 

parliament to start working earlier that it was 

planned 

Another series of protest rallies is on in Moscow, 

Saint-Petersburg and many other cities, the 

demands of the crowds remain the same 

The amount of police and military cars on the 

streets is impressive, like the war is on 

The engineers, university students, PhDs, 

businessman and mostly middle-class people are on 

the streets 

The authorities didn’t authorize most of the 

demonstrations and the arrests continued, the 

opposition leader Alexey Navalny is also arrested, 

as well as some journalists and show-business  

related figures 

A massive protest demonstration is planned in 

Moscow on the 10th, December, the organizers have 

requested the permission from the authorities to 

hold it on the Square of Revolution 

The main news 

related to the issue 

in between 7th and 

10th, December 

Putin says that United Russia needs 

restructuring as there is some crisis in the party. 

He adds that he feels he doesn’t have that close 

connection to United Russia anymore 

Medveded is in Czech republic, discussing the 

results of the elections in Russia with the Czech 

president and criticizing people who challenge 

the elections results on the internet 

The detailed report on Россия channel about the 

concert in the center of Moscow devoted to 

United Russia victory at the elections 

celebration 

The ultimate results of the elections are 

released, stating that United Russia won with a 

significant break-away from other parties.  

The government suggests that the USA 

government is to blame for the provocations and 

questioning the elections and especially Hillary 

Clinton 

 

The number of people willing to participate in 

upcoming Saturday demonstration is growing 

rapidly, according to the facebook of the event – 

more than 20,000 clicked “I attend” during the first 

24 hours as the page was created 

The protest demonstrations are also planned it most 

of the big cities in Russia and abroad: people create 

more pages of protest rallies on Facebook, 

yandex.ru publishes a detailed map of rallies in 

Russia and abroad, including Germany, Sweden, 

Canada, Great Britain etc 

Россия channel together with other state-dependent 

media are severely criticized by their colleagues of 

independent ones: Stanislav Kucher, journalist at 

Kommersant newspaper published his negatively 

tuned essay suggesting the official media 

journalists to throw away their professional awards 

and prizes.  

White ribbon movement emerged – its creators and 

followers suggest to buy white ribbon and tight it to 

the clothes as a sign of protest – this is how the 

protestors are going to show the authorities that 

they exist and as a means to recognize each other at 

the rally of 10th of December 

The opposition leader Navalny is in jail and  as he 

is unable to host the rally on Saturday, some other 

opposition members will do it instead of him 

The assumption of Hillary Clinton to blame for the 

protests is criticized with ironic commentaries that 

burst the Internet  
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10th, December 

Protest 

manifestation on 

Bolotnaya square in 

Moscow 

The rally “Fair vote for Russia” at Bolotnaya 

ploshad is on, it was authorized by the 

government, everything is under control, the 

police staff is at its duty.  

The number of attendants up to 25 thousand 

people, according to police report, but it is less 

than opposition claims and less than number of 

those who signed up for the event on Facebook 

The number of participants is not more than 

20,000 on the square and about 5,000 more – 

around the square whereas the opposition 

expected more 

The bridge between two sides of Moscow river 

is in dangerous condition and the police asks 

people to leave it 

Some nationalists lit the fire in the crowd 

Serious traffic jams occurred on the streets of 

Moscow because the rally, advices how to 

escape the traffic problem 

No victims or arrested 

 

 Bolotnaya ploshad is overcrowded by people who 

came to show their protest against falsified 

elections and the ignorant authorities. They demand 

for new and fair elections and require to set the 

political prisoners free, “Putin must leave!” – they 

also chanted. 

The police staff is peaceful and doesn’t disturb 

people 

The most massive protesting demonstration since 

the beginning of 1990s: up to 100,000-150,000 of 

participants, the exact data is not provided 

Opposition leaders, well-known writers and 

journalists held their speeches in front of the 

crowds with the call for awakening and continue 

the fight for the civil rights 

No victims or arrested 
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Appendix 2. News broadcasting of Russia Today: 4
th

 -10
th

, December, 2011. 21:00-21:30.  

4
th

 December 

21:00, Moscow  

1
st
 report: Election 2011 (length – 03:23 – 18:00, 15 minutes and 37 seconds) 

 

Rolling banner: Polls close, Russians determine new Parliamentary powerbrokes. More than a half of 

the electorate cast their votes. Final turnout to be announced on Monday. Over hundred people 

arrested in Moscow as political organizations – both pro-government and opposition – tried to stage 

rallies on election day.  

Parliament elections is over(exit poll results, live from the central election comittee, Moscow). Polls are 

now officially closed. Quote (04:10-04:22) “No big surprises around the first place. It’s clear United 

Russia is leading. Now has 48, 5%, coming second are the communists...I can’t hear the number 

clearly…Liberal Democratic Party has got 11,4 %. Ahead of them is coming Fair Russia – 11,8%, 

Yabloko – 4,17 % - it’s not enough to secure seats in the state Duma. Seven parties registered in Russia. 

All the candidates were allowed to fill for Parliament. Russia uses proportion representation in the 

Duma…All in all, 460 seats are at stake. Party needs to get at least 7 % of the vote…According to the 

latest exit-poll results, four parties have so far secured the certain number of seats in the next state Duma. 

This is the first time that the parties will be elected for a five year term. Previously they were elected for 

four years. Of course, votes are still being counted, we’ll be receiving information about exit polls results 

at the Central election committee. 

06:22 Live, headquarters of United Russia Party, Moscow. Daniel Bushell, RT correspondent. 

(commenting on United Russia leading at the elections). 

 The host:“Daniel, according to the exit polls, United Russia is leading, 48 %. The big question are they 

going to go over 50 %. What people are talking about at the hq? 

Daniel: Well, there is n atmosphere of tension here…Four years ago they got the two-thirds majority they 

needed to get the laws through Parliament on their own. If they get 50 % plus they can still be the ruling 

party. (Putin and Medvedev voting with their wives are screened). Now Vladimir Putin is the party leader 

and Dmitry Medvedev is the President. We have a short clip explaining the first reactions of the vote 

along with some criticism.  

[Interrupted with the video of the new Presidential campaign of Putin. “Party leader – Vladimir Putin.  

Slogan “Future is with us!” is announced. Priorities: Modernization,Tackling Inequality, Fighting 

Corruption, Maximizing Russia’s impact in the international affairs. Criticized: as a monolith that’s too 

slow to react to social change. Known abroad: for being tandem of Vladimir Putin and Dmitry Medvedev. 

Daniel: The officials here are talking about the stability that United Russia party has brought to the 

country as a major standing point as they hope it will reward them on the Sunday vote]  

The host: Communist party coming in second, exit polls results – 19%. Not shocking. Irina Galushko at 

the Communist party headquarters. “What the people are talking about at the hq. Nineteen percent so 

far?”? 
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Irina: Well, they are pretty happy for this number. They expect it to be twenty or higher…The atmosphere 

is rather relaxed. No tension about whatsoever. The communists want to pursue their own investigation 

what was happening at the polls. All of their supporters to come out and protest over the results. This is 

what Communist Party looks like in the 21
st
 century: 

[video on Communist Party. Narrative: Party leader: Gennady Zyuganov. Touts the achievements of 

communism from before his time but is criticized for his rapprochement with the Russian Orthodox 

Curch. Current campaign slogan: “The politics of the majority is made to win! We’ll return the 

Motherland stolen from us!”Priorities: Free education and housing. Punishing illegal immigration. 

Introducing ethnicity stamps in passports. Party success story: second in all presidential elections since 

the end of the USSR. Criticized: for exploiting Soviet nostalgia with pensioners and a discontented 

industrial working class. Known abroad: for its red flag with the hammer and a sickle.  

The host: hundreds of protesters are arrested already in Moscow as the political organizations both pro-

governmental and opposition tried to stage rallies on elections day.  

11:40 – the report “Police arrest activists at rallies declared illegal on election day. 

The correspondent: 

A few of Nashi members were arrested for the express of support for the United Russia party…The reason 

why the police is using this tactics is that Sunday is the day of silence…Public staged cases… 

12:48 The host: repeats the results of the exit polls. Media blocade is over. Let’s talk about will United 

Russia get over 50 % ?Do you think they’ll do that? 

Martin McCauley. Specialist on Russia, University of London: I think they will do that...(…) if you look 

at.. they lose their votes over time. They can’t expect the same result as 4 years ago, or 8 years ago. 

Therefore, the ruling party is only kind of loose votes because people what a change…If the will lose their 

votes, so the liberal democrats will be their natural parters… 

The host and the expert discuss the proposed strategy of the modernization of United Russia. The expert: 

they [the government] need to allow young people to allow to decide and be represented in politics 

otherwise they will emigrate). (…) it will help Russia to forward… 

17:11. The host: thank for your analysis this hour. (Then the host is emphasizing that United Russia is 

leading with over 48% of the votes. Communists are coming in second…(the diagram – Fair Russia – 

12,8%, Liberal Democrats: 11,4%, Patriots of Russia – 0,9%, Communist party – 19,8%, Yabloko – 

4,1%, United Russia – 48, 5%, Right Cause – 1,1%.  

18:10 [break Election 2011] 

18:24 the host announces the report “No fly zone”(about Iran), the aircraft used for spying was 

reportedly (..) shoots down U.S. drone in region East of Tehran. This tactics was nothing new from the 

US. 19:43. 

19:46 Syria has reportedly supported the Arab League’s plan to send a mission of foreign observers into 

the country. UN officials calls for intervention as sanctions pile up on Damascus. Russia is against 

intervention.[21:45] 

An analyst: sanctions tool for pushing agenda against Syria, Lebanon, Iran.  

21:46. The host announces the report High on Occupy (upcoming report on the protests in the USA of 

those who are unhappy with the economic reforms) 
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22:28 The Host announces the report “Votes in Vain” (Egypt). Islamist parties likely to claim majority in 

Egyptian Parliament. Egyptians doubt their voices will be heard in attempt to bring change. Millions of 

unemployed and frustrated…25:08 

25:09 the Host: Let’s return to our elections campaign…More analysis as the results are coming.  

25:34. The host: the latest exit polls show that United Russia is leading with over 48 % votes.30% of 

people refusing in fact to answer exit poll questions. Prime minister Vladimir Putin’s secretaryDmitry 

Peskov is ready to analyze these results for us. The host: the big question is whether they will make over 

50 %? 

Peskov: This is not the crucial issue for United Russia to get 50 %...What is important for the party (she 

is trying to say something, but he maintains speaking) is to get the result…that would prove the qualities 

of a leading political party in the country. As soon as the party gets the majority in the Parliament and as 

long as the result allows the party to continue its line for the whole country it has to reconsider as the 

victory of the party. We have to remember that this party was a ruling party of the country. In a very 

harsh and a very tough period. It was a period with an unbelievable economic crisis…The party 

managed…managed to minimize the consequences of this crisis together with the government. But 

certainly the party could not satisfy everyone in this country. That’s why obviously they have lost some 

percentage. But again they repeatedly  proved to be the leading political party. Country is developing 

very fast, society is developing very fast…Whatever is necessary, should be changed…29:09.  

The host repeats the results again: 48 % United Russia. The communists etc.29:43. 

End – 29:58.  

Rolling banner: Polls close, Russians determine new Parliamentary powerbrokes. More than a half of 

the electorate cast their votes. Final turnout to be announced on Monday. Over hundred people 

arrested in Moscow as political organizations – both pro-government and opposition – tried to stage 

rallies on election day.  

Notes: No information about the falsifications and the evidence of falsification during the elections is 

mentioned 

5
th

 December 

21:00, Moscow.  

02:00. The start. Creeping line: Vote counting almost over in Russia’s Parliamentary elections. United 

Party in lead, winning the majority of seats in lower Parliament, but still losing big share of its 

previous popular support.  

02:27. Diplomatic attack.  

Creeping line: Russia downgrades diplomatic relations with Qatar after its ambassador assaulted at airport 

in Capital, Doha. Egyptians are heading back to polls for second stage of post-revolution Parliamentary 

election. 

03:12 Kevin Owen (host) announces the top story Russia has already seen its Parliament: Four parties 

have made the Russia Parliament. United Russia by far the largest group.  

03:47. The correspondent:  United Russia takes the majority of the vote, the communists coming in 

second…The share of the parties in the Duma: United Russia -238, Communist party – 92, Libdems – 56, 

Fair Russia – 64. Half of the country is on side with them [United Russia]. United Russia has over 50% of 
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the seats. They don’t need to form a coalition as they have gone over the psychological barrier…(…) as 

well as the political parties are making accusations of the vote fraud as some people claim they seen 

invisible ink on some bailout papers…People voting more than one…were hear from international 

observers…as we’ve seen the protests and rallies on election day around the country. In cities like 

Moscow and Saint-Petersburg we’ve seen the biggest…They were not only against one particular party 

but also against the elections as whole…Several hundreds of arrests…International observers who are 

looking at the elections have somewhat suggested that there were violations when it comes to (…). All 

international observers have said that those accusations are not particularly well founded.  

05:56. John Laughland (election observer): OSCE may not have observed violations but had statements 

ready.  

The correspondent: Dmitry Medvedev has said that all the allegations will be investigated by Russian law 

enforcement…Anyone found guilty will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law… 

Notes: no voice is provided speaking actually of the falsifications or fraud.  

06:41. The host: In the meantime several rallies are taking place all over Moscow in reaction to Russia’s 

Parliamentary elections. Supporters of the ruling United Russia party have been praising the (…) but the 

opposition is protesting against it. Several hundred of people have been detained as they were blocking 

traffic. 07:14 (the host announces the expert who will represent the international prospective). : United 

Russia has lost support up to 10 million people in the country since the previous elections what do you 

think how this could happen?… 

06:54. Creeping line: Thousands rally on streets voicing reaction to elections.  

07:35. Dr. Andrew C. Kuchins. Russia expert, center for strategic & intl studies: The Russian electorate 

is changing…The significant portion of the Russian electorate is not satisfied with the state of affairs and 

how the ruling party was governing Russia. 

08:00 the host: United Russia still has the majority of voices which allows it to promote its laws…but it’s 

more about discussions… 

08:15. Dr. Andrew C. Kuchins. This is a health sign…This looks more like a pluralistic Duma. And 

politics becomes more pluralistic. This is a positive development. This makes the Presidential elections 

which are coming in March more interesting as well.  

08:51. The host: How this could affect Russia’s relationships with other countries? 

08:55. Dr. Andrew C. Kuchins. I think that United Russia and the existing government are gonna have 

to listen more carefully to the Russian electorate. I think that Russian electorate…Russian people are 

changing…And this is the result of an increasing prosperity of the country. People in prosperity tend to 

demand better government, less corruption, social welfare goods…So they have to be more attentive to 

this in the future. I don’t expect that there will be any significant changes in Russian foreign policy as a 

result…Russian society is changing this is what the elections reflect.  

11:35 The expert comments on the Russia’s dependency on natural resources, he maintains that in the 

foreseeable future it will remain depending on the natural resources. The main question is how the 

revenues of these industries are distributed…The diversification of other industries has to be done pretty 

carefully…Otherwise you will spend a lot of money on subsidies  inefficiently…So this is a careful 

balance…12:33.  
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12:42. Elections 2011 – coming back to the topic. Let’s keep track on the latest facts and analysis on the 

website.  

13:05. The host reports on the Diplomatic attack on the Russian ambassador in Qatar. Creeping line: 

Russian ambassador beaten in Qatar, Outrage sparks diplomatic downgrade.  

The correspondent: Moscow is not happy with the Qatar securities actions which they believe are 

antagonizing the Arab spring. There’s long been a tension between Russia and Qatar. 14:41 

15:35 The expert answers the question on whether this action have been initiated by the government of 

Qatar regime. Dr. Ayman Shaheen, professor, Al-Azhar university, Gaza: it should be an order by Qatari 

regime…What happened to the Russian diplomat it is a violation actually of obligation any of the 

state…Qatar is not happy at all with the Russian rule on Syria…Qatar established Al-Jazeera 

broadcasting..it affects Arab prospective…We cannot ignore that this is done with the agreement with the 

USA and Great Britain…19:04.  

Creeping line: Diplomatic scandal thought to be linked to Russia’s stance on Syria.  

19:16. The host announces the topic Down on discipline. “Mercozy” pushing for new EU Treaty and 

sanctions for rule-breakers. The expert from Poland is commenting on the situation in EU and Greece 

crisis: France and Germany explicitly say: We know best how the states should be run…(on the 

background of the videos of the street confrontations, disorder etc). 21:14 

21:55. The host announces title: Trust in transit.  

The future of Afghanistan. Pakistani Boycott casts shadow over conference on future of Afghanistan. The 

conference in Germany. Security issue is at stake. Pakistan is not taking part in the conference after the 

attacks of the Afghanistan at the border between Pakistan and Afghanistan. NATO expansion onto 

Russian borders…26:56.  

7
th

 December.  

03:21. The host: Top story for two days now. The title: Poll positions. The victory of the ruling United 

Russia party is praised by its supporters and slammed by the opposition.  

Creeping line: Supporters and critics of winning United Russia party rally after Sunday’s 

Parliamentary elections. Praises and accusations of fraud rain down on Russia after elections.  

03:53. The correspondent cites Mikhail Gorbachev who considers these elections unfair and accuses the 

government of not listening to the people. Hillary Clinton has also criticized the vote on Sunday…The 

response from Medvedev who said that she should mind her own business.  

04:41. The comment of Medvedev: If they monitor the quality of the elections and  violations this is one 

thing, but issues of our political system is none of their business. They will soon determine us how to 

write our Constitution…Creeping line: No one has the right to criticize choices of Russian people.  

The correspondent: International reporters say that the elections were free, fair and transparent…05:40. 

05:50 Live report from the center of Moscow.  

The correspondent: The protests are unlikely to happen here…There is a police at the distance…It is a 

contrast to yesterday’s protests to what they claim…violations of the elections system. Today we did see 

the large demonstration of the supporters of United Russia…06:30. We have seen the largest liberal 
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opposition during the last couple of days…the largest during the last couple of years…We are gonna see, 

whether it will continue or remain a momentum…07:25.  

The creeping line: Rallies for & against ruling party in capital, 600 protesters detained 

07:25 the host announces the topic: criticism of Lavrov against USA’s slam against Russia’s elections.  

Creeping line: FM criticizes Clinton’s use of OSCE platform to raise vote questions. 07:43 the 

correspondent: these intentions, according to FM of Russia, should be questioned.  

08:04: Comment of Sergei Lavrov: Regrettably, some of my colleagues prefer to use this platform to 

make the statements which have nothing to do with the agenda…that was exactly the case of Hillary 

Clinton who apparently came here for the purpose of scoring points of the votes in America…She left 

after her speech…And many other ministers left early as well…Which only underlines the critical 

condition of the OSCE… 

09:09. The host: State Duma deputy Robert Shlegel says that even if the allegations are true, the score of 

violations couldn’t affect the overall result…The comment by Shlegel: if 5000 bailouts were falsificated 

in favour of the United Russia it wouldn’t be sick to Duma. This is ridiculous…Of course there are some 

irregularities in some places…But this is impossible to falsify 20 to 30 percent of the vote. Maybe two or 

three percent is possible…Because it’s not very big and cannot affect the whole outcome…but of course 

each case will be investigated. The hysteria that has been surrounding the vote and the rallies that we’ve 

seen on the Internet and the media are being supported by leading foreign TV channels. This is biased 

reporting…They have used to it. No one has illusions about media freedom in the West. We understand 

very well that they have their own editorial policy. They want to show everything in just one light. 10:19. 

Creeping line: Duma deputy: violations too few to affect vote results across Russia. Moscow responds 

to Washington’s criticism of election accusing Hillary Clinton of using OSCE to score political points 

at home.  

 

10:29. The host presents the diagram of a survey: “What do the protests in Russia mean?” The results: 

32% - nothing – a few dissatisfied people 

31% - a warmup for bigger protests ahead of 2012 Presidential elections.  

20% - developing civil society 

17% - politicians lobbying for attention  

The host encourages: tell us what you think?  

10:58. The host announces new report: The force of law. Early hours police raid clears out “occupy” tented camp 

, 70 arrested. San Francisco, USA.  

11:33 the correspondent reports from Berkeley, USA. Creeping line: Heavy-handed police weigh in to tackle 

thousands “occupying” U.S. retrospective of police&civilians confrontation in Oakland, USA in 2011. 

The police is attacking the citizens who used their right of freedom of speech to protest against the 

corrupted politics. Today the police is armed with heavy weaponry. Tear gas etc. Cops have been accused 

of creating confrontation…A level of police brutality is so bad. A former marine soldier couldn’t stay 

silent. A military who survived in Iraq two times, was severely injured by US police…November, 2011, 

Seattle – activists were blinded by the police. This is the USA that builds itself as a pillar of International 

Law and democratic freedoms…14:50.  
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14:55. Biting the bullet. New expectations on the new government in Libya.  

15:08. EU Retreats. UK Defensive on Treaty, “Mer-Kozy” race against Eurozone downgrade. Some experts say 

that the countries need to return to their own currencies in order to escape…Tony Gosling (investigative 

journalist): states need their own currencies to maintain self rule. [The street disorder in Athens on the 

screen]. European dictatorship…The host: the US Treasury says they have no extra money to help 

Eurozone. Maybe it’s too late to save euro?17:26. Centralization – is the main cause of the problem 

(German expert).(video of fire and disorders on the streets). It’s the wrong medicine for Euro patient. It 

can open up a new minefield... EU citizens are suffering of the bailout measures. (videos of fire and 

crowds of protesters). 20:30.  

The notes: the idea promoted: euro is dead, EU is in a big trouble.  

Rolling banner: Back to Franco-German drawing board for EUleaders lost in debt debacle.  

20:35. Biting the bullet. The report from Tripoli. New challenges of the new government. The continue of the 

previously announced topic. The main question asked: how the new government can take the devastated 

country back to normal life? 24:24.  

Rolling banner: Post-revolution nation faces blurry future as country lies in war ruins.  

World update: 

25:10. Creeping line: Roadside bomb kills 19 a day after Sunny Suicide bomb victims buried. Kandahar, 

Afghanistan.  

25:35. Rolling banner: Syrian President denies ordering brutal crackdowns on uprising.  

25:56. Rolling banner: New cabinet sworn in, ex-police chief becomes interior minister. Egypt.  

26:19. Mexico: Authorities foil a plot to smuggle one of Gaddaffi’s sons into Mexico.  

27:00 – Business news.  

8
th

 December 

03:23. Kewin Owen announces the title: Poll position. President Dmitry Medvedev said that the thorough 

investigation on the Parliamentary elections is needed but core of the values that follow the norms of 

democracy.  the Russian prime minister suggested to open a dialogue with the opposition while warning 

foreign countries against interfering Russian inner political affairs.  

03:45. Rolling banner: Russian leaders speak out about post-election climate and criticism.  

The correspondent: Putin and Medvedev say that the Parliament should be allowed to go about the work that it 

was put in place to do it. He did say that the final results could be delayed to allow a full investigation of 

the allegations of the elections irregularities to be investigated. On the demonstration Medvedev said that 

they are all part of the democratic process but he did stress that the protesters must respect the law… 

04:18. Comment of Medvedev. Creeping line: elections results could be postponed in fraud claims proven . 

They have to be carefully investigated…This is what the Election Committee is for…that’s what courts 

are for…there are no other investigation procedures…People who are disappointed…I believe that they 

are disoriented… there is nothing wrong with this as there is nothing wrong with the rallies as this is the 

sign of democracy.  
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The correspondent: Vladimir Putin said that the protesters have a constitutional right to demonstrate but they 

must stick to the law. Prime minister Vladimir Putin said that he was willing to open a dialogue with the 

leaders of the opposition. V. Putin also addressed the comments from the US – Hillary Clinton – she 

criticized Sunday’s Parliamentary polling and said that they were not free and fair. Hillary Clinton 

continues saying that they were not fair…Vladimir Putin said that if the international observers are 

interested they  are welcome to look at the Russian parliamentary  system, Russian parliamentary vote – 

but Russia would not tolerate outside interfere in its domestic affairs. 06:03.  

Putin’s comment: our partners shake us from time to time…So that we don’t forget who owns this planet (hint on 

the USA?). So that we know that they have methods of pressure and influence on our country from within. 

When it comes to humanitarian or health issues that’s one thing. But when foreign money is being 

invested into internal political affairs that should make us think. What is specially unacceptable is the 

flow of foreign money into the electorate processes. This is absolutely unacceptable. 06:34. The 

Correspondent continues. On Tuesday we did see some small scale protests…we are expecting to see over 

the weekend the largest demonstrations of those who oppose Sunday’s Parliamentary elections votes 

coming out onto the streets of Russia.  

07:00. The host. Fox lies&videotape Gaffe claims Athens riot was Moscow protest.  

07:40 – 08:22. The comment by Eva Golinger (journalist and author) about how the western media exaggerate the 

situation in Russia and use the wrong video and it is in the interests of the USA policy too.   

09:03. US leaders have initiated harsh criticism against Russia’s Parliamentary elections.  

The comment by the media analyst who says that the media tend to support the government and to mobilize its 

resources to prove that something is true even when it is not… 

The correspondent continues: As it was the case with the CNN report…Then the example of the report when CNN 

showed not the footage of the protests but the football fans rioting in Moscow over the killing of a 

supporter…Only after it was repeatedly noticed, CNN apologized for the mistake… 

Media analyst continues that many of the journalists were completely uninformed about the world…10:05. 

Opinions have no factual base… 

The conclusion made by the host about the USA that has its own economic and political challenges and the bigger 

media outlets serve their interests. 10:31.  

10:34. The host announces the title: Euro’s last hope. This is the last chance to decide the Euro’s own 

future…They [Sarkozi and Merkel] say they want more punishment, more sanctions for the countries that 

cannot manage themselves. The question was whether sovereignity will be given to Brussels. And there 

are countries like UK that say, well, we are not going to sign any Treaty documents and support any 

changes if it doesn’t protect the interest of UK.13:03. Sarkozi was expected to promise guarantees and 

protection for markets but it didn’t happen, so it seems very unclear at the moment…Expectations are 

starting to go down because of statements being made. Creeping line: Mercozy, eurocrats play cards 

for fiscal Union at last-chance summit.  

The host: Sarkozi said there is no second chance if the solution isn’t found tomorrow, do you think it will be? 

13:22. The expert: I really don’t know whether the solution will be or not, because there are so many 

irreconcilable objectives different groups have…Germany and France are trying to use this euro crisis as 

a means to centralize even more power within EU institutions, and Britain is in a very dangerous position 

here…David Cameron tries to negotiate very hard, but from an outside position…14:55. There is no easy 

way out of this mess…individual governments are facing their problems…16:49. Creeping line: 
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President Medvedev says thorough investigation into Sunday’s Parliamentary election  needed, but 

called rallies that followed sign of democracy. Russian PM Vladimir Putin affirms opposition’s right to 

demonstrate but says signs of foreign influence in country’s political life is unacceptable. Russia’s FM 

Sergey Lavrov says NATOnot ready for serious missile defence co-operation during summit in 

Brussels. (video of Greece, Athens, street confrontations, disorder, fire on the streets).  

The host announces report “Occupy crackdown” . Up to 70 protesters arrested in the USA. (will be shown 

later)then proceeds to the topic of “NATO fails to secure Russia’s trust on missile defence run by the 

bloc. 17:30. Lavrov said that NATO should understand that Russia can over (…) when NATO doesn’t, 

there should be legal guarantees that the shields are not directed at it [Russia]. This is something NATO 

refuses to do. 17:55. Comment by Lavrov: If we are invited to cooperate we’d like to be able to discuss 

the terms. But we are told that no discussion is needed. Because everything has been decided already and 

we don’t need to worry. The only thing that concerns us is that they give us the same reply over and over 

again…”don’t worry. The shield isn’t directed against you”. But apart from the talks of trust we need 

legal guarantees because intentions however good they are could change but military interests and 

potential is a totally different matter. 18:30. Comment by Rogozin, Russia’s envoy to NATO: the missile 

shields directly contradict the pact Russia and NATO relations are based on…Missile shield like tower of 

Pisa threatening to fall on Russia. “we like jokes, but this one has gone too far. It’s like an anaconda that 

is creeping around us (taking its grips around us)…The USA says don’t worry,  it’s not gonna fall on 

your head, but we find it hard to believe…19:56.  

20:32. Occupy crackdown. In Washington up to 70 are arrested…The movement has spread all over America 

over the past three months…Biggest crackdown on “occupy DC” ends with 70 people in custody (the 

correspondent emphasizes that over 70 protesters are arrested). The street is known as lobbyist street, 

people are protesting against a widespread corruption in the government…In California and New York 

police used gas against people (exaggerating of bad deeds), bullets, sound canons.... Keep in mind it was 

a very peaceful movement (the sympathy towards the protesters). Thousands of peaceful protesters are 

being arrested in the last three months across the United States. Probably, any country doing that would 

be internationally sanctioned for violating the human rights but this doesn’t seem to be the case when it 

comes to the United States.22:07. 

World update. Syria. Activists claim oil pipeline near rebel hub has been blown up. Gaza, Palestinian 

administration. 2 suspected Palestinian insurgents killed in deadly Israeli air strike. Pakistan. Dozen 

tankers carrying oil for NATO troops in Afghanistan set on fire.  

23:10. Different class. India’s growing middle class means classroom competition for students. Middle class is 

developing so fast, many Indians can afford studies…this exaggerates competition…There are even 

suicides in high schools, if the exams are too hard to pass..Now smartest students of India consider the 

West as a back-up plan…if the plan about Indian institutions doesn’t work out. This girl is applying for 

Princeton in order to avoid competition at home…26:11.   

9
th

 December 

03:36. The host announces the topic about the future of euro. UK and Hungary refuse to sign new Treaties. 

Creeping line: Eurozone cut loose after UK rejects Franco-German fiscal power grab. There are those 

who stand for harsher punishments for the states and those who don’t. Euro’s skeptics still express their 

concerns, that EU is facing sacrificing democratic processes, as Greece which suffers over 

cuts…Question is still there. The big question is: Does it mean that euro is save now?”The most 

conclusive answer is “we hope so” (emphasizing insecurity and instability of euro and EU states, 

Germany and France are to blame). Max Kaizer comments on the situation. The question: Do you think 

David Cameron has made a right decision? Max Kaizer: David Kameron has committed the economic 
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suicide…London continues to be the capital of fraud…All the deals go through London…British economy 

is suffering now because they totally isolated themselves from the rest of the global financial system. But 

again protecting themselves… Multi-billion scandal went through London…this is the world capital of 

fraud…This is [EU plan] is not gonna work…this is the dead sentence…this is a suicide…08:26 Cameron 

is either stupid or incapable…or all the above…Germany is benefiting from a low euro…Germany hold 

the cards here…Cameron is in a way out-classed. He is like a boy going into the adults’ 

conversation…11:00.  

Rolling banner: Russia’s central election commission announces final official results of Sunday’s 

Parliamentary vote.  

11:12. Israel air assault on Gaza kills 3, wounding women and children. At least one Palestinian civilian was 

killed…Two high-ranking Palestinian militaries were killed…This is the most dramatic escalation of 

violence that we’ve seen in Gaza in several weeks now. 13:33.  

13:38. Keeping count. Russia’s central election commission announces the official results. The elections 

determined the parliament for the next five years. Live from Moscow, the question to the correspondent: 

how the seats in Duma have been distributed? 

13:54. The correspondent. She explains of the background of the graphics: 238 seats – United Russia, 92 seats – 

Communists, 56- Libdems, 64 – Fair Russia. (Creeping line: Elex results determine next Duma term with 

United Russia’s majority). The commission said that there were minor violations during the elections. 

14:16. President Medvedev said that all claims of violations will be fully investigated…President Putin 

has slammed the US for the interfere Russia’s internal affairs…he has criticized Hillary Clinton…That 

she started to criticize before she had any official information regarding the election process…Emails of 

U.S. offering cash for poll watchdog (Golos) complaint leaked. [Foreign money was allocated to finance 

the discreditation of Russian election] 

15:57. Washington has called Russian elections undemocratic, which was immediately picked up by foreign 

media…media’s outlets started to call it Arab spring…Creeping line: Hawkish hopes for Russian “spring” 

ignore pride of re-build generation. Russia’s Slavic spring came and went twenty years ago, August, 

1991. The host says: maybe it’s too late to compare? 

16:29. Robert Shlegel. State Duma deputy (United Russia): Hillary Clinton really would like this to happen, and 

of course they are pushing for this, but I don’t think it will happen. (comparative pictures of Cairo, 

January, 2011 and Moscow, August, 1991). In August there were many thousands, but now there are few 

thousands (emphasized a word “few”)look young enough to be able to compare(the correspondent). 

Rober Shlegel continues: The middle class exists because of the politics of this government, it has rebuilt 

the country…Four years ago it was much smoother middle class if any…17:21. The correspondent 

continues: A middle class Egyptian wouldn’t dream of this revolution praised as democracy by the 

West…as the military take over. A civilian comments saying that the militaries are incapable to lead the 

country and it is better for them to come back to their barracks and protect the country… 

The host reminds of the mistake of “one big media outlet that portrayed Moscow’s protests with the pictures of 

completely different country…18:43.  

19:59. The host: NATO is refusing to address Russia’s security concerns…this is Moscow’s conclusion after talks 

with the alliance in Brussels…Creeping line: NATO fails to win Russia’s trust on bloc’s missile shield 

target plans. NATO builds new missiles close to the borders of Russia which is seen by Moscow as a 

threat to its national security. 20:18.  
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21:22. World update. India. Six hospital staff arrested after abandoning patients in deadly fire. Lebanon, blasts 

target French UN Peacekeeper Patrol, at least 5 reported injured. Pakistan. Hundreds stage anti-NATO 

rally against U.S. attack that killed 24. Virginia, USA. Reports gunman who shot cop in Virginia tech car 

park found dead.  

23:00 the host is speaking about protests in Boston. “Occupy Boston” protesters brace for cop peace camp 

eviction raid. 70 arrested the day before and already seen thousands of arrests…Journalist opinion: U.S. 

civilians standing against military-style policing. The weapon is used which has been tested by Israeli on 

Palestinian population… 

24:32 – end.  

10
th

 December.  

03:14. The host: Twenty five thousand people age giving voice to a peaceful opposition rally at the heart of the 

Russian capital.  Creeping line: Protests to wind up govt over election wind down peacefully. The 

correspondent from Bolotnaya square. The demonstration went without incident, very peaceful… 

Protesters were praising police…Of course there were a lot of security…Ministry of interior put a 

number of some 25 thousand people at the highest point. Some of the opposition claim there were 

hundred thousand people…This is not the case…Earlier that day some protesters were supposed to meet 

at the Revolution square, this was an original location of the opposition…There was no permission 

though, but it became possible to make it peacefully at Bolotnaya square. The Moscow was not only the 

city where protests began…From Vladivostok to central Russia, in saint-Petersburg as well..Thousands 

came out…In Moscow it is very peaceful…and it seems that the organizers are very happy with 

that…These protests began on calling for free election on Monday and on Tuesday, there were several 

(!!!) arrests. Of course…as we heard from the PM and the President, people have the right to come out 

and voice their opinions and make demands…What we heard…was a little harder criticism from Vladimir 

Putin about outside comments about specifically speaking about Hillary Clinton’s comments…who said 

that the Russian elections were not free or fair…Some interesting development has come out that really 

drew back…the PM’s statement…Golos…the international organization that monitored…this election. 

Emails come out from Life News (the correspondent says: you can go on their website and see some of 

this communication that happened the US state department…and there were questions asked how much 

should be paid for each violation…The central election committee said that there were minor 

violations…that they did uphold the outcome of the whole vote…05:47. Medvedev said that he believes 

that the US state secretary has stepped across the line…And you also have the media…covering it in a 

very different way…FOX news, CNN (are blamed for using wrong videos while portraying Moscow 

protests). In terms of opposition there were a lot of different faces, but many of them don’t have anything 

to do with the certain political parties…Nemtsov is known for his support of democracy, he was 

today…and he was detained actually earlier this week…Alexei Navalny is a blogger who is well-known in 

Russia…He was detained for 15 days and …didn’t come to this rally…one of his supporters…Among 

some of his speeches there are some that can be easily classified as hate speech…”I will cut their 

throats”. Many of the people who came here are not necessarily associate themselves with any political 

party, they came for free and fair elections…But there are a lot of different parties here today and a lot of 

different faces of opposition…07:55.  

The note: she switched the attention off the ongoing protest demonstration to its interpretations by the Russian 

government and the accusations of US to pay for organizing violations. 

Note: as it was claimed there were about 600 arrests on Monday and Tuesday, now it is framed as “several 

arrests”.  
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The host: cites an expert who says that the protests are a good sign for Russian political life. US criticism of the 

elections has double standards…An expert from Innsbruck University, Australia, speaks about the issue. 

08:45. Why does the USA speaks out about the Russian inner policy? Is it because US has a strong 

economic and strategic interests in this region? 

10:43. With or without EU. UK odd out as other EU states agree tough budget controls. The expert: it’s sort of 

budget disaster…euro is splitting European Union apart…this is the message…new deal won’t help states 

struggling from crisis, like Greece. We still have to deal with the problems of Greece, Spain, Portugal, 

Ireland and also Italy (they are to blame). 12:21.  

12:52. The host announces “Occupy suspects.” In London. Police brand peaceful “occupy” protesters a terror 

threat. The voice is given to “occupy” activist, who complains that the police is equated them with 

Alqaeda. Another protester is given voice to speak too. 14:32. The protesters occupy empty buildings 

Note: the situation portrayed with the sympathy towards the protesters). The slogans of the protesters are shown 

in close-up. 16:08.  

The host continues with: Latest “occupy” protest camp evicted, 46 activists arrested. Police have been heavy-

handed…Already seen thousands of arrests. 

16:57. Israeli air strikes kill 4 and injure dozens (including children)  in Palestine.  

17:30. Unemployment rates in Gaza drive workers to Libya for fresh start. Palestinian unemployed says: We 

don’t have any source of income…Another unemployment: I’d be happy to do any sort of work there, it 

doesn’t make any difference…(sympathy towards Palestinian side). The labor minister of Palestine 

speaks: we are so dependent on Israeli government…Everything goes through their institutions…We 

have no contact with the outside world…One more unemployed: I need to give food to my 

children…19:54.  

20:29. Demonstrations have been held all over the world calling for freedom for American “political prisoner” is 

an innocent political prisoner. Activist: Mumia Abu-Jamal deserves a fair trial which he never got. 21:10.  

22:30. A conflict in Southern Ossetia seems to be resolved peacefully…Creeping line: outgoing President steps 

down and paves way for calm 2012 runoff. 24:01.  

24:16. Kishasa, Kongo. 3 die in clashes as opposition leader declares himself president.  

24:25 World Update. Philippines. Airplane crashes into school killing 13 following take-off. Oslo, Norway. 

Female trio receive nobel proze for their struggle for women’s rights. Stargazers prepare to glimpse last 

lunar eclipse for several years.  

25:50 “Resident” – report on consumers in the USA that went out of control and buy everything.  
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Appendix 3. Short summary of news broadcasts of Russia Today and Radio Liberty 

5.1. Narrative analysis 

The findings of the news broadcasts examination are first presented chronologically and according to 

the dates between 4
th
 and up to the 10

th
 of December, 2011, inclusive. The interpretations of the news 

is of the author. Second, both flows of news are compared in terms of what story of Russian political 

life each channel tells to its audience. 

Sunday,  4
th
 of December, 2011.  

Both news programs begin with the direct broadcast from the Central Election Committee of Russia, 

where the first results of the Parliamentary vote are being announced. The correspondent of Russia 

Today starts with the exit-poll results (the source of survey is not mentioned, though, as we get to 

know from Svoboda News coverage, the data comes from VTSIOM state sociological agency, which, 

according to the citation of Svoboda News, “is far from being critical”), who reports that United 

Russia is clearly the leader as it gets already 48% of the vote, communists are coming in second, then 

it is Fair Russia with 11,8%, Liberal Democrats (11,4%), Yabloko – 4,17%, which is not enough to 

secure places in Duma
58

. Then RT switches to the live broadcast from the United Russia party 

headquarters, as the correspondent reminded, that during the last elections the party got two-third of 

the seats in Duma and now it is the big question whether it will reach 50%. On the question, what 

people are talking about at the headquarters, the reporter replies, that …”The officials here are talking 

about the stability that United Russia party has brought to the country as a major standing point as 

they hope it will reward them on the Sunday vote…” Then the other correspondent reports from the 

headquarters of the Communist party, and says that the party is quite happy with the result which is 

almost 20% and there is no tension or frustration within the party members. The host briefly says in 

the middle of the program that “hundreds of protesters are arrested already in Moscow as the 

political organizations both pro-governmental and opposition tried to stage rallies on elections day”. 

A short report is shown where it is emphasized that some activists tried to agitate in favor of United 

Russia and some other parties but they were arrested as Sunday was a day of silence. After some brief 

news from Middle East (Syria, Egypt) the news on the USA having protests in various cities, RT 

comes back to the issue of the elections as the press-attache of Medvedev comes to the studio and he 

is asked a question whether United Russia can make 50% of vote. He replies that it is not the issue for 

United Russia as this party has been the ruling party of the country “in a very harsh, very tough 

period”. Svoboda News portrays another prospective on the election day. It starts it news broadcast 

with the notice that its two correspondents experienced difficulties in accreditation to the Central 

Election Committee as the security didn’t let them in. Finally, one of the correspondent managed to 

get inside and he started to report the first announced results of the parties. It is remarkable, as on RT 

the report on the election began from exit poll results, Svoboda News addressed this data later during 

the report. Instead, Svoboda News paid particular attention to the actual vote results, as at the most 

remote regions of Russia the election had been already completed. Svoboda News mentioned the 

results from Chukotka – as that was the first region where 100% of the ballots had been counted. 

According to these results, United Russia got 70,32%, Communists – 6,7%, Fair Russia – 5,4%, 

LibDem party – 11,24%, Yabloko – 1,7%. The correspondent commented, that “the voting has been 

controlled very well, as United Russia has got 70% - this is very serious”. Then the host and the 

correspondent addressed the problem of the violations at the elections, the correspondent noted that 

Central Election Committee briefly mentioned that about 64 inquiries about the violations had been 

registered at 4 pm and hadn’t make any statements about the issue so far. After a long discussion with 

                                                           
58

 According to the Russian election law, the party had to get at least 7% of the vote in order to obtain seats in the 
Parliament.  
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various experts  about the parties’ perspectives and the analysis of the changed relations between the 

state and the public, the report, telling how the Independent observing organizations, like Golos, 

worked during the election day. The representative of Golos complained that both of their websites 

were attacked, that the Internet and the telephone failed to work sometimes during the day. She also 

mentioned that there were numerous violations registered at the polling stations throughout Russia 

(this is what hasn’t been mentioned by Russia Today). Then the host reported on the types of 

violations that, according to their listeners and various reports, were used. Websites of many other 

mass media were also blocked during the day, among them – the website of Ekho Moskvy radio 

station.  

 

 

Monday, 5
th
 of December, 2011.  

Russia Today started its news broadcast with the two topics considered of primary importance.  First, 

98% of ballots have been processed, and the parties are distributed in the Parliament according to the 

following proportions: United Russia get 238 seats, Communists – 92 seats, Fair Russia – 64 seats, 

Liberal Democrats – 56 seats. Then the reporter briefly mentioned that there were some accusations 

of falsifications on the elections, but the international observers say that these claims were not well 

founded. President Medvedev said that these accusations of violations will be investigated. The 

second topic of the day is the diplomatic attack on the Russian Ambassador in the airport of Doha, 

Qatar. The report say that the ambassador was assaulted by the security at the airport and now Russia 

downgrades its diplomatic relations with Qatar. The correspondent states the following: Moscow is 

not happy with the Qatar securities actions which they believe are antagonizing the Arab spring. 

There’s long been a tension between Russia and Qatar.” Then the expert speaks who says that this 

action of Qatar has a direct political underlying reason and is linked to Russia’s position on Syria. 

This all is done with the agreement of the USA and Great Britain, concludes the expert. The third 

important topic is that “Mercozy”( Angela Merkel and Nicolas Sarkozy) are pushing for new EU 

Treaty and sanctions for rule-breakers. The expert from Poland is commenting on the situation in EU 

and Greece crisis: France and Germany explicitly say: We know best how the states should be run… 

Svoboda News starts its news broadcast also with the latest information on the vote data after the 

Parliamentary elections, mentioning that United Russia got 48,5% and didn’t get the constitutional 

majority in Duma. The host also raises questions to what extent one can trust the results announced 

and how the falsifications affected them. He also mentioned, that many mass media report of massive 

calls from the citizens who called in outrage to tell about the falsifications they had witnessed (many 

claimed they could not vote as someone has already voted for them, some witnessed the massive 

delivery of newly registered immigrants to polling stations, that the extra  ballots were massively 

thrown into the ballot boxes by some suspected people from outside). Briefly listing the news of the 

day in the middle of the program, Svoboda News reported, that there is unauthorized demonstration 

of opposition against the falsifications in the center of Moscow, that the international observers claim 

that the Russian authorities interfered into the voting process in Russia and witnessed falsifications. 

Among the other news mentioned: the leaders of France and Germany call for new Treaty agreements 

in order to prevent new debt crisis in the region, that the conference on Afghanistan has been opened 

in Bonn, Germany and the ex-President of Ivory Coast appeared in court due to he was accused for 

massive murders.  

Tuesday, 6
th
 December, 2011 
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Russia Today’s broadcast starts with the live from the center of Moscow, where, according to the 

correspondent, both pro- and against vote results demonstrations are held, the people have blocked 

the busy streets, there has been 100 detained, there have been many police deployed to the center 

since morning as the authorities try to maintain order and prevent violence. The louder event is pro-

government rally, the people are chanting: “Putin, Putin, Rossiya!”. It was also mentioned during the 

report, that Hillary Clinton has criticized the elections in Russia and said they were not fair and free, 

but the Russian minister of foreign affairs has responded, that the USA’s interference into Russian 

domestic affairs is inacceptable, as the states don’t really understand what is going on. Then the 

journalist from the state owned Rossiyskaya gazeta speaks out, that he considers the actions of the 

protesters very rude and the slogans they scream out are very rude too. This people don’t deserve our 

respect, he says. The other news of the day: the problems with euro in EU, as Germany and France 

keep on forcing other countries to accept their decisions, Radiation leak in Japan.  

Svoboda News reports that there are massive protest demonstrations in Moscow and Saint Petersburg. 

There has been unauthorized opposition demonstration at Triumfalnaya square against the results of 

the Parliamentary elections. The protesters were met by the police and the pro-Putin youth movement 

“Nashi” who beat the drums and screamed “Rossiya! Putin!”. Then the police started to press out the 

people {the protesters] out of the square, several hundreds were detained (whereas RT stated there 

were about one hundred of detained). The police presses the journalists and detains them, reported the 

host. Yabloko party’s leader Sergei Mitrokhim has also been detained and commented about his 

detention from the police car. Then the reports from the courts where the detainees [the participants 

of Monday’s and Tuesday’s protest rallies] were incriminated “the resistance of the lawful actions of 

the police”. The advocates on the phone said that the accusations of Navalny and Udaltsov 

(opposition leaders) by the court were not founded. The commentator from Solidarnost movement 

(political movement supporting protesters) said that the elections were not legitimate. When the news 

of the day were summarized in the middle of the program, it was said that there are massive 

detentions of the protesters in Moscow, who stand against the election results, that blogger Navalny 

was arrested for 15 days, that United Russia is leading at the elections with 49% of vote, that there 

have been blasts in Kabul and 50 died, 60 injured, that Romania has ratified the location of NATO’s 

missile base on its territory, that the Parliament in Kuwait has been disbanded, that the relations 

between anti-Russian moods have been exacerbating in Ossetia, as the Kremlin supports Kokoyty 

(the President of Ossetia, who was claimed illegitimate by the ossetians), that the negotiations in 

Brussels have broken the stalemate so now there is a hope to escape the budget deficit.  

Wednesday, 7
th
, December, 2011 

       Russia Today: The victory of the ruling United Russia party is praised by its supporters and slammed      

by the opposition. Hillary Clinton has also criticized the vote on Sunday. The response from 

Medvedev was that she should mind her own business. Then Medvedev himself saying that 

instances of Russia’s political system is nonе of other countries’ business and that they shouldn’t 

determine Russia how to write its own Constitution. (the creeping line says: “No one has the right 

to criticize the choice of Russian people”). Then Lavrov criticized Hillary Clinton and emphasize 

that OSCE might be in a critical situation as it is using the Russian election to higher its rating 

and score political points and it is totally inacceptable. Then the deputy of United Russia says that 

even if the allegations of the falsifications are true, the score of violations couldn’t affect the 

overall result: “Of course there are some irregularities in some places…But this is impossible to 

falsify 20 to 30 percent of the vote”. Then he blamed Western media for creating hysteria around 

the vote and the rallies; “This is biased reporting…They have used to it. No one has illusions 

about media freedom in the West. We understand very well that they have their own editorial 

policy. They want to show everything in just one light”. Then the correspondent reported from 
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Berkeley, USA, saying that there have been massive protest demonstrations all over USA with 

the thousands of arrested, as the people protest against the corrupted state. The police is heavy 

handed and it severely beats up people and is using tear gas against the crowd. This is the USA 

that builds itself as a pillar of International Law and democratic freedoms, concludes the 

journalist. Among the other important news of the day: euro is still in crisis and the experts say 

that the countries need to come back to their own currencies in order to save themselves, a report 

from devastated Libya as the main question is whether the new government can take the country 

back to normal life, Roadside bomb kills 19 a day after Sunny Suicide bomb victims buried in 

Kandahar, Afghanistan, new government has been sworn in Egypt, ex-police chief becomes 

interior minister, in Mexico the authorities foil a plot to smuggle one of the Gaddafi’s sons into 

Mexico.  

Radio Svoboda begins its news broadcast with the emphasizing that in various cities of Russia the protest 

activities against the falsifications during the elections are held and prepared. If the Russian 

winter will follow after the Arab spring, asks the host. Russian and American rhetoric becomes 

tougher. The journalist Stanislav Kucher calls the colleagues from the state controlled media to 

their professional conscience, as they didn’t report anything about the protests on Monday and 

Tuesday early this week. The main topic of the day, as the host announces, is the perspectives of 

the protest movement in Russia. There is a protest manifestation scheduled for the 10
th
 of 

December and more than 15,000 people have already signed up in Facebook. The Moscow 

authorities impede the approval of the place for the manifestation to be held explaining it by 

various, sometimes ridiculous arguments. Apart from Moscow, there have been protests in 

various cities of Russia, like Saint-Petersburg, Saratov, Ufa and many others. More than 600 

people were detained in Moscow during the first three days of the protests. The additional 

military forces have been brought to Moscow. The administration of the Moscow’s higher 

education institutions reportedly forced students to attend pro-Putin demonstrations, but they 

failed. The Union of journalists of Russia calls for the investigation all the cases of police’s 

violence towards journalists and their detentions. The decision of the court against Navalny and 

Yashin who were arrested for 15 days have been approved legitimate. Today the period of 

Kokoyty’s presidency expires in Ossetia, and the candidate for presidency Alla Gioeva says that 

for the first time the negotiations with Russia went positively. There have been 19 people killed in 

Afghanistan because of the bomb.  

Thursday, 8
th
 December, 2011 

The first topic is devoted to Medvedev and Putin who express their opinion regarding the recent political 

changes in the society. The creeping line says: “Russian leaders speak out about post-election 

climate and criticism. The correspondent says that both leaders say that the newly elected 

Parliament should be allowed to start their work, as this what their role is about. Medvedev says 

that the full investigation of the election irregularities is needed. As for the demonstrations, 

Medvedev emphasized that they are a part of the democratic process but the protesters should 

respect the law. Then the comment of Medvedev is shown. Then Putin says that he is willing to 

open a dialogue with the opposition and criticized Hillary Clinton’s latest comments as she 

claimed Russian election was not fair and free. Putin stressed out that the international observers 

are welcome to look at the Russian elections system, but Russia will not tolerate any interfere 

from outside. Then Putin’s comment is shown. Then the host indicates to the recent reports by 

FOX and CNN where they have confused the footage of Athens’ riot and used it to illustrate 

Moscow’s protests. Then the host makes a conclusion about the USA that has its own economic 

and political challenges and the bigger media outlets serve their interests. Then the report “Euro’s 

last hope” portrays EU being full of problems and tensions, as Merkel and Sarkozy push the 
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countries to accept more punishments to the EU members, and UK says no, whereas other 

countries are hesitating, but finally they will say “yes” as there is a little of choice for them. The 

creeping line: “Eurocrats play cards for fiscal Union at last-chance summit”. Then the experts 

says that “there is no easy way out of this mess. Individual governments are facing their 

problems…” The report on Russia and NATO cooperation follows, where the Russian foreign 

minister asserts that NATO is not ready for serious missile-defence cooperation with Russia, as it 

imposes Russia some unclear terms and Russia is not willing to take them. Lavrov speaks out and 

then Rogozin, Russia’s envoy at NATO also expresses the same opinion. Then the report on the 

USA’s protests follows (named “Occupy crackdown”, 70 are arrested only today. The report 

which expresses the sympathy towards the protesters emphasizes the violence of the police, 

which is using sound canons, bullets and gas against the civilians.  

Svoboda News starts the news program with the statement that dozens of thousands Russians are 

preparing to demand for the new Parliamentary elections. The Moscow authorities were not ready 

for such a political turn and decided to close the Revolution square where demonstration was 

planned to be held on the 10
th
 of December and suggested Bolotnaya square instead. Vladimir 

Putin claims that the Russian political process is being influenced from abroad. The leaders of the 

opposition speak out about the organization process of the protest events. They address the 

audience to the idea of a white ribbon as a symbol of the protest. The opposition members 

suggested the idea to cover the city with white ribbons until it turns into “The White City”. The 

person who originated the idea suggested to bring a white ribbon to the upcoming Saturday’s 

demonstration. Then Evgenia Chirikova, the political activist, commented that she has been 

detained at the airport by the Russian police on her coming back from abroad and she was treated 

in a rude way, she linked this action with the opposition activities and the Saturday’s 

demonstration that she is going to host. Amongst the other important news: One of the leaders of 

United Russia calls for the extraordinary meeting of the party in order to make some changes to 

its structure as it stalls the development of the party. The journalist Svetlana Sorokina and 

economist Irina Yasina officially leave the Council on Human Rights at Russia’s President 

administration as they disagree to the state’s position regarding the protests and the arrests of the 

people. President Medvedev made a statement at the press-conference in Czech Republic that the 

new Parliament should start its work regardless of the protest actions and claims of the violations 

of the election procedure (in Russia Today’s report this news was presented without the linkage 

with the protest movement). Medvedev highlighted the importance to investigate the cases of vote 

violations. Prime-minister Putin held a speech in front of his supporters and accused the USA for 

the financial support of the Russian protest activities. The mayors of two Russian cities – 

Ul’yanovsk and Akhtubinsk officially resigned and this reportedly has to do with the low vote 

rate of United Russia in these regions.  

Friday, 9
th
 December, 2011 

Russia Today starts its news bloc with the report about the future of euro that is at the stake. UK and 

Hungary refuse to sign new Treaty documents, suggested by France and Germany. The 

correspondent says that the future of euro is still under threat. Then the commentator Max Kaizer 

insists that “David Cameron (UK’s prime minister) has committed an economic suicide and UK 

still remains the capital of fraud”. Germany is who holds cards there and Cameron is out-classed 

there and he looks like a boy who attends adults’ conversations. It seems, the elections topic is not 

of the priorities for RT as after the report on euro follows an announcement on 3 people killed in 

Gaza by Israeli militaries. Then the election topic finally emerges, as the correspondent reminds 

of the seats distribution in the state Duma. Then the audience is reminded again, that Medvedev 

says that all the cases of violations at the elections will be investigated and that Putin criticizes 
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Hillary Clinton for the interference into Russia’s internal affairs. It was indicated, that she started 

to criticize Russia before she obtained any official information. Then the correspondent stated 

that some emails of U.S. offering cash for poll watchdog Golos leaked. Then United Russia 

deputy Robert Shlegel speaks out as he says that Hillary Clinton would like the situation in 

Russia to turn into the Arab spring and she is doing her best to organize this. But this is unlikely 

to happen. Then the report is shown which tried to prove that there is no link between the recent 

situation in Russia and the Arab spring, as Russia has something like a revolution in August, 

1991. So now it is too late to compare, says the host. Then the topic of problematic Russia-NATO 

relationship is addressed again, as the host says that NATO is refusing to address Russia’s 

security concerns. Then the report on the continue of the protests in the USA, now in Boston. The 

correspondent says: 70 arrested the day before and already seen thousands of arrests…The other 

journalist comments: U.S. civilians standing against military-style policing. The weapon is used 

which has been tested by Israeli on Palestinian population.  

Svoboda News starts its news broadcast with the observation that Moscow is actively preparing to the 

manifestation “For fair elections”  which is scheduled for the 10
th
, December (this topic has been 

excluded of RT’s news scope). The Western countries criticize Moscow for the violations during 

the elections more and more harshly. The news on Svetlana Sorokina and Irina Yasina who 

resigned from the Council on Human Rights at the President administration is repeated again. The 

well-known filmmakers assert that the videos of the violations at the elections uploaded on the 

Internet are trustworthy and latter prove the authorities’ involvement into the falsifications. EU 

summit has seen Croatia joining EU as the document has been signed in Brussels. There are about 

30,000 have already signed up to participate in the protest manifestation at Bolotnaya square, 

scheduled for the 10
th
, December.  

Saturday, 10
th
 , December 

Russia Today began its news with the report from Bolotnaya square, saying that there has been “peaceful 

opposition rally at the heart of the Russian capital”. The correspondent stated, that the  

demonstration went without incidents and that the protesters were praising the police. Ministry of 

interior asserted that there are up to 25 thousand people, whereas opposition claimed there are 

about 100,000 people, which is not the case, said the correspondent. Then she provided some 

background to the event, saying that the protest activities began on Monday and Tuesday and 

there were several arrests (while Svoboda News stated there were 600 arrests). Then she 

reminded, that the Prime Minister and the President said that the people have the right to come 

out and make demands. Then she reminded of Putin’s critics towards Hillary Clinton, then the 

reporter reminded of the situation with Golos vote watchdog and said that reportedly it was 

financed by the USA in order to destabilize Russia’s elections, as Life News reports. She said that 

one of the opposition leaders – Nemtsov was detained today for 15 days, while another opposition 

leader - Navalny – couldn’t come to the rally as he was arrested before. She also mentioned that 

Navalny earlier proclaimed some slogans which can be considered as hate speech, as he said: “I 

will cut their throats”. There are a lot of different parties here and a lot of different faces, he 

concluded. Then the host cited an expert who said that the protests in Russia is a good sign for the 

Russian democracy and added, that “the criticism of the USA has double standards”. Then some 

expert from Australia spoke out making an assumption that the USA is showing interest in 

Russia’s political situation because it has economical and strategic interests in the region. Then 

the topic of EU’s signing new documents on strengthening financial obligations for the countries, 

while UK odds out. Then the report on protesters in London is broadcasted, when the slight 

associations are made with the protests in the USA. The protesters in London speak out and say 

that the police had equated them with Al Qaeda. They occupy empty buildings. The report says 
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that the protest camp have been evicted and 46 protesters arrested. The sympathy towards the 

protesters is expressed. Then the report about 4 Palestinians killed by Israeli. Then the state of 

affairs in Gaza is discussed, several unemployed Palestinians speak out saying that they are poor 

and need food and jobs. The demonstrations are held all over the world with calls to release 

political prisoner Mumia Abu-Jamal. A conflict in South Ossetia has been resolved peacefully as 

the former President leaves his position.  

Svoboda News announces its special news bloc devoted to the protest rally in Moscow. Several 

commentators who participated assert that there hasn’t been such a massive event for more than 

20 years. Between 20,000 (official data of Ministry of interior) and up to 100,000 (as the 

opposition leaders claim). Saint Petersburg has seen a similar demonstration of 7,000-10,000 

people participated and about 10 were detained. Amnesty International has qualified Navalny and 

Yashin as “Prisoners of Conscience”. The opposition on Bolotnaya square has approved a 

following resolution: 1) to cancel the results of the Parliamentary elections; 2) to release all the 

political prisoners; 3) the immediate dismissal of Churov, the head of the Central election 

committee; 4) to register opposition parties and hold new and fair elections. Among the other 

news: Eduard Kokoyty, former President of South Ossetia, has officially announced his 

retirement. Nobel prize for peace has been awarded to three women in Oslo. Then the report from 

Vladivostok, where a protest demonstration has also been held.  

The summary of the news coverage by RT and Svoboda News. It is obvious, that for both media outlets 

the topic of the election remained one of the most important for the whole week, but they both 

chose different prospective and set different priorities while telling the stories related to the issue. 

Russia Today paid more attention to the fact of United Russia winning the elections and getting 

the majority of seats in Parliament. While Svoboda News in its news programs on the 4
th
 of 

December emphasized, that many people have witnessed falsifications during the elections all 

over Russia, Russia Today didn’t mention this issue. The theme of the violations during the 

elections on RT were framed as “accusations” or “rumors” of falsifications or replaced by 

euphemistic “irregularities” and were mentioned only with a direct link to the statements of 

Medvedev who repeatedly stated that they will be thoroughly investigated. On Svoboda News 

they were named as falsifications and many voices of those who claimed they witnessed them 

were provided. RT framed the situation with the protests in a twofold way: first, it is a sign of 

democracy and it is a positive change for the changing Russian society, which, though should still 

respect the laws; second, it is the result of the USA and Hillary Clinton in particular who is trying 

to score more political points using the situation in Russia. For several days in a row RT cited 

Putin and Lavrov who criticized the USA for its interference into the domestic affairs of Russia 

and they considered this inacceptable. Svoboda News also mentioned, that Medvedev called for 

investigation of the elections and falsifications as well as Putin’s accusations of the USA in 

financing the Russian opposition activities, but it was done without a systematic repeat and 

without providing the audio comments of both, as RT did. Whereas Svoboda News provided 

numerous opportunities to the opposition to speak, in RT reports only officials, invited experts 

and state related persons were able to make statements. As for the issue about the falsifications 

and the protest events, no voices of the other side were provided, therefore, by watching RT, it 

would be extremely difficult to establish connections between the claims of falsifications and the 

protests. In Svoboda News it was repeatedly clarified that the protesters were unhappy with the 

results of the elections as they reported of many falsifications they have seen themselves or 

watched videos proving their evidence online. The radio station involved into discussions the 

experts who asserted that United Russia initiated the violations in its favor and that the behavior 

of the protesters has rational grounds. The protests on the 5
th
 and 6

th
 of December were the main 

news for Svoboda news as the latter reported of 600 arrests, mentioning that journalists and 
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innocent people are detained, whereas RT tried to balance this news by stating that opposition 

criticizes the elections and pro-Putin public praises the victory of United Russia, and there were 

over 100 arrests, without providing any information who was arrested and why, what are the 

reasons of people to take the streets. Whereas on the 6
th
 of December the news coverage of 

Svoboda News mainly focused on the issues of the arrests, protest rallies and the ongoing 

discussions of the falsifications, Russia Today broadcasted live from the site of pro-Putin 

demonstration, and the correspondent cited the slogans of Putin supporters: “Rossiya, Putin, 

Putin, Rossiya” – which was not the case with the opposition rallies, as no slogans and no 

demands of the protesters were mentioned. Svoboda News also mentioned pro-Putin 

demonstration, but very briefly and with some irony, paying more attention to the facts of 

detentions of the citizens and rude actions of the police. RT also tried to portray Western media in 

a negative way as they, according to RT, created “hysteria” around the topic of the protests, as 

they represent the attempts of the West, especially the USA to destabilize the political situation in 

Russia. The selected and fragmented information on protest activities in Russia RT tried to 

balance with the reports about the protests around the world, mainly focusing on the USA, 

emphasizing the numbers of the newly arrested every day, portraying the protesters as innocent 

people, struggling against the corrupted state and being severely beaten by the heavy-armed 

police, who treated the civic population even worse, then the militaries during the wars in the 

Middle East. Surprisingly, no information about these protests in the USA, portrayed by RT as 

massive and rather brutal, was provided on Svoboda News during the same week. This issue has 

not been mentioned in the news of the radio station at all. The watchdog of the elections - 

“Golos” organization was differently portrayed by both media outlets. While RT mentioned it in 

the connection with the Western finance, claiming that Golos received money from the 

government of the USA to “falsify falsifications”, Svoboda News allowed the representatives of 

Golos speak out and report about the falsifications they have registered and their assumptions 

about the government trying to block its work and prevent its staff from observations during the 

elections. While the opposition activists such as Navalny, Yashi, Udaltsov and many others were 

mentioned with a certain sympathy on Svoboda News, as the latest news on their arrests were 

updated every day, they were rarely referred to on RT news and mainly in the negative context. 

For instance, it was mentioned by RT’s correspondent that Navalny uttered hate speech. It is also 

remarkable, that RT didn’t mention the fact about the opposition rally scheduled for the 10
th
, 

December, while Svoboda News updated the information about its preparations and the attempts 

to approve it at the authorities every day, starting from Wednesday, the 7
th
. Svoboda News 

emphasized the wide scale of the protests, repeating that thousands of people attend the 

demonstrations every day all over Russia. Every day, starting from 5
th
 to 10

th
 December, the 

protest events were the topic number one, while RT mentioned it in between the discussions 

about United Russia party as a winner and accusations of the USA and Hillary Clinton by Lavrov 

and Putin. Among the other important topics for RT were  the problematic negotiations with 

NATO about its missile shields and, second,  euro’s crisis, as these topics sometimes seemed to 

be of primary importance for RT, while Svoboda News mentioned NATO only in relation to 

Romania’s agreement to locate NATO base on its territory. It is also striking, that while Svoboda 

News demonstrated its explicit interest to the problems of the protesters and opposition, whereas 

most of the international news were presented in a neutral, mostly non-judgemental way, Russia 

Today presented international topics from only Russian prospective providing the voice of either 

Russian government members or the experts who expressed opinions, non-contradicting with 

those of the Russian authorities. And the case of the elections became an explicit example of 

selective coverage of Russia Today, though, whereas Svoboda News seemed also more taking the 

side of the protesters and became the site for their discussions and articulation of their interests.  
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